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Abstract
GIVE-ME: Gamification In Virtual Environments for Multimodal Evaluation
- A Framework
by
Wai Lun Khoo

Advisor: Professor Zhigang Zhu

In the last few decades, a variety of assistive technologies (AT) have been developed to improve the quality of life of visually impaired people. These include providing an independent means of travel and thus better access to education and places of work. There is, however, no metric for comparing and benchmarking these technologies, especially multimodal systems. In this dissertation, we propose GIVE-ME: Gamification In Virtual Environments for Multimodal Evaluation, a framework which allows for developers and consumers to assess their technologies in a functional and objective manner. This framework is based on three foundations: multimodality, gamification, and virtual reality. It facilitates fuller and more controlled data collection, rapid prototyping and testing of multimodal ATs, benchmarking heterogeneous ATs, and conversion of these evaluation tools into simulation or training tools. Our contributions include: (1) a unified evaluation framework: via developing an evaluative approach for multimodal visual ATs; (2) a sustainable evaluation: by employing virtual environments and gamification techniques to create engaging games for users, while collecting experimental data for analysis; (3) a novel psychophysics evaluation: enabling researchers to conduct psychophysics evaluation despite the experiment being a navigational task; and (4) a novel collaborative environment: enabling developers to rapid prototype and test their ATs with users in an early stakeholder involvement that fosters communication between developers and users. This dissertation first provides a background in assistive technologies and motivation for the framework. This is followed by detailed description of the GIVE-ME Framework, with particular attention to its user
interfaces, foundations, and components. Then four applications are presented that describe how the framework is applied. Results and discussions are also presented for each application. Finally, both conclusions and a few directions for future work are presented in the last chapter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In 2012, there were 285 million visually impaired people worldwide; 39 million of whom were blind, and the rest (246 million) had low vision. This is approximately a 77% increase from 2002 (161 million visually impaired people). As the world population ages, the number will only increase unless a significant breakthrough is found. In the United States alone, with aging baby boomers, the number will double. Furthermore, as people get older, they will eventually become impaired, one way or another. The need for assistive technology (AT) for safe and efficient navigation, therefore, is and will be there. More importantly, the need for an evaluation system and usability study for AT, to assess its usefulness, to provide scientific measurement of ATs, and to establish benchmarks for heterogeneous systems is imperative. This information make visually impaired people (VIPS) who are looking for AT in the market make an informed decision [32].


1.2 Assistive Technology

Assistive (or access) technologies (ATs) include a number of products and services that aid a person who suffers from loss of autonomy (e.g., visual, physical, hearing, etc.) [71]. This dissertation focuses on ATs that address navigation assistance for the visually impaired, since this is one of the biggest challenges of independence for VIPs [32]. In other words, we consider sensory substitution or alternative perception devices that transform visual information into non-visual signals (e.g., auditory and haptic). We define alternative perception as using machines or devices to sense the environment and present the user with meaningful information about his or her surroundings, allowing the user to navigate the area. To realize the alternative perception, we must determine the kind of sensors (or combination of sensors) that are best suited as “input” devices. In addition, we must also address the inherited limitations of these sensors and necessary compromised. For instance, infrared has limited sensing distance. An efficient and robust system must be able to present meaningful information to the user without overloading their senses. Sensory overload is one of the downfalls of current electronic travel aid (ETA) technologies [22]. The question boils down to which human senses can best be exploited for alternative perception without overloading the user.

There is a wide range of ATs available for visually impaired people ranging from simple to specialized, from commercial-off-the-shelf to medical. White canes and guide dogs are the most popular, albeit traditional. The white cane is the cheapest and simplest. The guide dog, however, is expensive and needs high maintenance [22]. Since the advent of remote sensing devices and computing technology in the 1960s, scientists and engineers are able to build specialized devices (e.g., ETA, haptic gloves, etc.) for the visually impaired. These “alternative perception” devices effectively bypass the retina and optic nerve, and go straight to one’s brain via other senses (i.e., hearing and touch). Commercial ETA products
such as UltraCane\textsuperscript{4}, Miniguide\textsuperscript{5}, and Trekker Breeze\textsuperscript{6} are common examples available to users to purchase. Another type of ATs is retinal prosthesis. Unlike alternative perception devices, retinal implants, such as Argus\textsuperscript{®} II\textsuperscript{7}, convert incident light ray into electrical signals, and deliver the signals to retinal neurons other than photoreceptors, since it is generally damaged as a result of an eye disorder \cite{87, 88}. The main advantage of retinal prostheses is partial vision restoration, albeit very low resolution (\textit{i.e.}, depends on the electrode array’s dimension).

\subsection{1.3 Problem Statement}

Many visual AT designs and a few reviews can be found in the literature \cite{22, 49}. These ATs are categorized into one of following three approaches \cite{49}: physical \cite{1, 8, 10, 12, 16, 37, 45, 56, 58, 68, 72, 75, 76, 91}, digital \cite{17–19, 24, 25, 36, 39–41, 46, 51, 62, 79, 83}, or medical \cite{28, 34, 42, 44, 53, 57, 64, 81, 89, 93, 94}. The physical category includes tangible devices that users can interact with. Whereas, the digital group comprises software programs that are mostly used as training tools (\textit{e.g.}, preplanning aids). Medical devices are anything related to retinal prosthesis, which could be an implant or simulation software. Despite all this work, there is a lack of \textit{robust evaluation} and \textit{scientific comparison} of the effectiveness and friendliness of ATs. Robust evaluation and scientific comparison enable us to establish benchmarks for heterogeneous systems, and provide informed decisions for consumers shopping for an AT. Often times, ATs are not compared with state-of-the-art systems or algorithms. Mainly because many ATs research systems are either dependent on specific hardware or not fully described,\textsuperscript{8} they are not reproducible \cite{24}.

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{4} Sound Foresight Technology Ltd., “Ultracane”, July 29, 2015, \url{https://www.ultracane.com/}
  \item \textsuperscript{5} GDP Research, “The Miniguide mobility aid”, July 29, 2015, \url{http://www.gdp-research.com.au/minig_1.htm}
  \item \textsuperscript{6} Humanware, “Trekker Breeze+ handheld talking GPS”, November 15, 2015, \url{http://store.humanware.com/hus/trekker-breeze-plus-handheld-talking-gps.html}
  \item \textsuperscript{7} Second Sight, “The Argus\textsuperscript{®} II Retinal Prosthesis System”, November 5, 2015, \url{http://www.secondsight.com/argus-ii-rps-pr-en.html}
  \item \textsuperscript{8} The Economist, “How science goes wrong”, November 17, 2015, \url{http://goo.gl/7qQx8Y}
\end{itemize}
Algorithm benchmarking is a common practice in many research communities. It is
prominent in the computer science community, especially in areas such as computer vision
and pattern recognition. We can find many national and international competitions that eval-
uate the performance of an algorithm for specific tasks. For example, there are competitions
for video activity recognition\(^9\), social touch gesture recognition\(^{10}\), emotion recognition\(^{11}\) [54],
object recognition\(^{12}\), biometrics\(^{13}\) and multimodal learning and analytics\(^{14}\). These compe-
titions allow developers to evaluate their algorithm and compare them to others, which is
needed in AT design and development [48, 49]. We started the design of a virtual envi-
ronment framework in [48]. We then proposed an evaluation matrix for various algorithms
and systems in [49]. In this dissertation, instead of focusing on one particular task for data
collection and evaluation, a unified framework and platform is proposed and designed for
the general goal of mobility and accessibility of visually impaired people, so that developers
can tailor the framework for evaluating their algorithms and systems for specific tasks.

1.4 Overview

In the following chapters, we present our multimodal evaluation approach, in addition to the
state of the art, for testing visual navigational assistive technologies for the visually impaired.
We first present the proposed framework and then demonstrate four (4) applications of
the framework, with details on how each component of the framework is applied to the
experiments. In developing the framework, we made the following contributions:

www.umiacs.umd.edu/conferences/cvpr2011/ARC/

\(^{10}\)University of Twente, “Recognition of Social Touch Gestures Challenge 2015”, November 5, 2015, https://
www.utwente.nl/ewi/touch-challenge-2015/

\(^{11}\)Australian National University, “The Third Emotion Recognition in the Wild Challenge (EmotiW

www.image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2014/

\(^{13}\)Biometric Recognition Group, “The 6th IAPR International Conference on Biometrics:Competitions”,
November 5, 2015, http://atvs.ii.uam.es/1cb2013/competitions.jsp

\(^{14}\)Society for Learning Analytics Research, “Fourth Multimodal Learning and Analytics”, November 5,
C.1. A Unified Evaluation Framework:

- We developed an evaluation approach for multimodal visual ATs that can handle a variety of sensors and stimulators in addition to the common ones (i.e., infrared, sonar, haptic, and audio). New simulation of sensors can be added, such as magnetic field, gravity, pressure, and thermal. Connecting the framework to new stimulators such as electrical stimulation array, olfactory emitter, and gustatory system is also possible.

C.2. Sustainable Evaluation:

- We employed gamification techniques to create fun virtual environments to engage users while collecting experimental data for analysis. In addition to laboratory experiment sessions, a designed virtual environment can be packaged and distributed as an online game. In this mode, data can be collected in a distributed manner and the game can also be used as a simulation or training tool to educate users, or for users to practice using a new AT.

C.3. Novel Psychophysics Evaluation:

- We designed a framework that enables researchers to conduct psychophysics evaluation involving navigation tasks. The framework not only allows researchers to collect data on subjects’ performance and their subjective assessment of the technology, but also allows brain activity measurements such as EEG. Most importantly, the framework timestamps all data collected, thus all collection mediums are synchronized.

C.4. Novel Collaborative Environment:

- We created a framework that not only enables developers to rapid-prototype and test their navigational assistive technology, but also facilitates an early stakeholder
involvement that fosters communication among researchers, developers, and most importantly, users. Since part of the AT is virtually simulated, developers can try out different configurations and solicit feedback from users to refine their prototype in the next iteration. Such a collaborative environment results in a navigational AT that is human-centric.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 presents a brief literature review of the state of the art methods in virtual reality, gamification, and multimodality with particular attention to evaluating visual navigational ATs.

Chapter 3 presents the concept and implementation of the Gamification In Virtual Environments for Multimodal Evaluation (GIVE-ME) Framework. First, we present the objectives of the framework. Then we describe each component of the framework in two groups: 1) user interface; and 2) foundations and components. The user interface includes controllers, multimodal stimulators, and measurement device. The foundation and components includes multimodal (virtual) sensors, game mechanics, virtual environment toolbox, and data collection. Lastly, we present its software implementation details and instructions on its usage.

Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7, describe the application of the framework for three unique ATs (the fourth one is an improved version of one of the three). For each, we first present the experiment’s parameters and goals. Then we describe in detail how each component of the framework is implemented for the experiment, followed by results and discussion.

Chapter 4 presents an experiment using Brainport from Wicab, which is a tongue-based electrical stimulation device that conveys the visual scene in front of the user. GIVE-ME is applied to evaluate the Brainport in a navigation task. We present how to build a simple virtual maze, generate navigational directions to reach a destination, send directions to the Brainport, and have users respond based on what they felt on their tongues. Lastly, we show their performance and trajectory data.
Chapter 5 presents an experiment using a smartphone-based crowd-sourced navigation solution. GIVE-ME is applied to simulate the smartphone and enable the evaluation of aggregation methods (of online crowd volunteers’ responses) and feedback mechanism. We present how to build randomized mazes and stream a first-person view of the maze to the online crowd volunteers, who direct the avatar to a destination. The alternate mode of avatar control is also presented, in which feedback is given to a real user, who direct the avatar to a destination. Lastly, we show the crowd’s performance and avatar’s trajectory data.

Chapter 6 presents an experiment using an initial prototype of a wearable system, VISTA (Vibrotactile Intelligent System for Travelling Aid). We present how to simulate the configuration of the range-vibrotactile devices, mimicking the shirt with embedded vibrators that subjects wear. The range-vibrotactile devices convey distance information using vibration intensity. As the distance to obstacle gets smaller, the vibration intensifies. Thus, based on the tactile feedback the subjects felt, they had to avoid obstacles and reach a destination. For this experiment, we built a fictitious L-shaped hallway and a building floor level based on a real layout. Lastly, we present the subjects’ performance and trajectory data.

Chapter 7 presents an experiment with the newest version of VISTA. The differences here are the modular design, wireless capability, and additional functionalities of the devices. Instead of wearing the shirt with embedded vibrators, the VISTA devices can be affixed on certain parts of the subject’s body using Velco straps. Further, the main purpose of this experiment is to evaluate different configurations (placement and number) of the devices that enable efficient navigation. Lastly, we present the subjects’ performance and trajectory data.

We conclude with chapter 8, which summarizes the GIVE-ME Framework, along with a statement of contributions. Then, we discuss the insights and lessons learned during the course of this dissertation work. Lastly, we present some future work left in framework improvement, determining metrics, brain data collection, and comprehensive benchmark.
Chapter 2

Related Works

To address the lack of tools on evaluating ATs, we propose a unified multimodal framework that allows for a formal evaluation and comparison using virtual reality and gamification techniques. Conducting a navigation experiment to evaluate an AT has safety concerns, especially for VIP subjects who are using a new ETA for the first time. Conducting navigation experiments in a virtual environment alleviates such concerns because the tasks and interactions are virtual. The subjects are seated in front of a computer. While an experiment involving repetitive tasks is tedious, gamification techniques can be employed to introduce an element of fun and engagement in the experiment.

2.1 Virtual Reality

In contrast to physical devices, using virtual reality (VR) approaches to design assistive technology can be completely or partially virtual based. Partially virtual is seen as an augmented reality where the user has to interact with physical objects, in order to progress in the virtual environment. Unlike physical devices, VR can receive input ranging from standard keyboard and mouse, body tracking, to interacting and manipulating other objects. Although haptic is a popular feedback mechanism, a VR approach uses a combination of haptic and audio feedback to provide an immersive experience [83]. Software is used to con-
struct an environment (based on reality or otherwise) for free exploration or task completion. A game environment can also be constructed to improve certain skills such as navigation and cognitive mapping [31]. We propose to use virtual reality/environment (VR/VE)\(^1\) to take advantage of its benefits such as learning transfer, obtaining precise data, and to rapidly simulate ATs and task environments. Virtual reality may be vastly different from the real world, not only its interaction but also the digital content. Thus, users’ experiences are different, which affects whether a specific skill is learned and transferred to the real world. These gaps are narrowed by having a realistic and authentic simulation of the real world. Simulations that are based on physical specifications (e.g., range sensing sensor’s profile). Furthermore, with intuitive and natural interaction (i.e., gesture), the learned skills are more aligned with the real world.

Research has shown that general skills acquired in a virtual environment are transferable to the real world performing similar tasks, especially if the real environment is adequately represented in the virtual environment [90]. This is evident in driving and flight simulators, where subjects receive driving or flight lessons prior to utilizing a real vehicle or plane. Driving simulators are also used to test compliance of new signage at railroad crossings [52]. In addition to driving and flight simulators, recent developments use virtual reality as a training tool in medical education [80]. Medical students and residents are put through a series of simulator trainings for a medical procedure (e.g., colonoscopy and laparoscopy) before entering an operating room with a patient. The results showed that VR training improved their surgical performance, especially with a warm-up VR training session prior to the scheduled surgery [20, 69]. Beside medical training, VR is also used as a simulation and educational tool to experience, for example, Parkinson’s disease psychosis [33]. The advantage of using VR in this example, is the ability to educate, and it conveys to family and friends of patients what the patients are experiencing. While this is insignificant to Parkinson’s patients, there are other VR training tools that benefit patients. For example,

---

\(^1\)For the purpose of this proposal, VR and VE are used interchangeably and both means the same.
using VR to train autistic people in social skills [70]. Parsons and Mitchell used VR tools to allow participants to practice behaviors in a role-playing scenario. The VR not only provided a safe environment for rule learning, but also provided greater insight into the minds of people with autistic spectrum disorders.

Lahav et al. [50, 51] studied the exploration process of an unknown space in a virtual environment, the cognitive processing of it, and applying the knowledge in real space. The authors developed a multi-sensory virtual environment, the BlindAid system, using a Microsoft SideWinder Force Feedback Joystick as input and haptic feedback. The virtual unknown environment is based on a real space with randomly placed obstacles. Subjects are asked to freely explore the virtual environments without time limits, and then use building block components to map the layout. Finally, with the mental map in mind, the subjects are asked to perform orientation tasks (e.g., reach and identify an object) in real environments. The only modular design is the input and output device (i.e., the joystick), which can be substituted with any other haptic devices. The virtual environments, however, are not modular, since they are highly dependent on the real space layout. Their experiment results showed that the system is quite useful and easy to use, and helped the subjects navigate the real space easily. The BlindAid system is quite specific to the visually impaired because it helps them cognitively map an environment before visiting the actual space. This is advantageous to the visually impaired, because they do not have to constantly pay attention to their navigational aids and be alert to the surrounding ambient sounds.

Similar to previous works, Khoo et al. [46, 48] studied what combination of sensors and stimulators are best suited for multimodal perception. They designed a virtual floor on campus that includes virtualized infrared sensors connected to physical vibrotactile units. As a user uses a joystick (to control the avatar) to navigate the environment, virtual sensor readings are transduced to vibrotactile units, which allow the user to feel vibration as they get closer to an obstacle. Currently, the sensor configuration is on the arm; three on each arm. The goal of this system is to evaluate the actual sensor-stimulator units. Implementing
the sensors and display devices in a virtual environment not only reduces the cost and time in development (i.e., rapid prototyping), but also provides an opportunity to examine how the human brain responds to and processes stimuli using the devices, in a well-controlled environment that minimizes head movements. The system design is modular; developers can quickly implement a virtual sensor of one modality and connect it to a stimulator of another modality. Their experiment results showed that the system/unit is useful for the visually impaired; users can get some training in the virtual environment and then use it in the real world. Users find the system/unit intuitive and easy to use. The system/unit can be extended to other applications, such as search and rescue, or ones that require situation awareness. The current design is bulky and wired, but they have plans to make it more aesthetic, wireless, and wearable. The system/unit operates in real time and is built from commercial-off-the-shelf parts and quick software prototyping.

Similarly, Ai and Ro [4] studied tactile perception in response to a stimulus. We wish to, however, extend similar study for navigation using alternative perception. In a well-controlled VR environment, for example, it allows neuroscientists to collect functional neuroimaging (e.g., electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG)) data for navigation tasks, which traditionally was extremely difficult due to head movements [46, 48]. Furthermore, due to the rapid prototyping nature of VR, stakeholders (i.e., users, researchers, practitioners, engineers, etc.) can be involved in the process early on. Thus, they increased the probability of producing an AT that is truly desirable by the targeted audience. Lastly, VR is an excellent evaluation tool before beta testing an AT with users.

In contrast to previous works, Hara et al. [36] designed an augmented reality to evaluate multimodal feedback strategies. In this work, the authors used a Wiimote\(^2\) to provide audio and vibrotactile feedback to subjects. The Wiimote is attached to an aluminum stick (like a long cane) as a handle. On the other end of the stick is an active marker. Similarly, there is an active marker on a cap that subjects wear. The active markers are tracked by an optical

tracking system and mapped onto the virtual environment which is rendered using OpenGL. As subjects get close to a virtual wall, the Wiimote will alert users via audio and/or haptic feedback. Even though the entire system can be expensive (mainly the optical tracking system), each of the components is modular and wireless. One can experiment with various feedback devices along with other approaches of tracking (i.e., using a camera with computer vision technique) and rendering methods. Though the system is quite useful and easy to use for navigation for the visually impaired, it can also be extended for immersive gaming. The system is available to those who know how to set it up and ready for further experiments.

2.2 Gamification

Gamification is a fairly new concept in the research community. Gamification is the application of game mechanics and elements in a non-gaming context. Traditionally, laboratory experiments are repetitive and tedious. Incorporating gaming concepts enrich experiments by providing fun and engaging sessions [35]. This will encourage users to participate again, thus producing a sustainable evaluation and data collection [9, 55]. It is also a good motivator for child subjects [13, 78]. Game logic, along with scoring, can be used as objective assessment; evaluating every action users took in the game. Games can also be distributed to other users as a kind of crowd-sourcing data collection method [26]. Lastly, experiments can be nicely packaged into a simulation or training tool, since the VE is already designed. Some of evaluation procedures, though might have to be modified or removed before using it as a simulation or training tool [27].

MOVA3D is a game that helps visually impaired children improve their navigation skills [79]. A virtual environment is developed using Visual Studio .NET, C#, and Microsoft SDK development tools for XNA. The game receives inputs from a customized Digital Clock Carpet (DCC) or keyboard. With a keyboard, users navigate using the arrow keys. With DCC, users use the clock system to step in the direction they want to take, with 12 O’clock
always being in front of you. The spatial sound is relative to users’ orientation. As evident, hardware component of the system is modular (DCC vs. keyboard); the software, however, is specific to Windows. Their experiment results showed that the system is useful and easy to use. Visually impaired children, furthermore, can play the game along with their sighted friends since MOVA3D GUI also renders normal textures for walls and floors. MOVA3D also has an option to render in high contrast, which makes it very accessible and promotes social interaction between sighted and non-sighted children. The system is relatively low cost since the customized haptic device is built from commercial-off-the-shelf parts and the game is developed in-house. The DCC needs a USB connection to the computer; use of a keyboard, however, can be wired or wireless. Overall, the system has good performance and it had captured subjects’ interest from the beginning.

Connors *et al.* [19] developed an audio-based virtual environment called Audio-based Environment Simulator (AbES) that allows simulated navigation and exploration of an existing physical building. 3D audio is important in allowing subjects to perceive and localize a sound source in the virtual environment [65]. The AbES can render an environment from a building floor plan or virtual rendering of a modern building. AbES uses a keyboard as input and spatialized sound cues as feedback. AbES is conceptualized as a game. Users have to collect as many jewels as possible hidden in various rooms while avoiding roving monsters that can steal the jewels from them. This is an easy to use, yet modular, game, and it can load various floor plans for gameplay. This is beneficial for visually impaired people in improving their navigation skills and building a cognitive map of a place. It is also accessible to other people who are interested in exploring a new place, either for fun or in anticipation of a visit. Good physical navigation performance is achieved after some training in virtual navigation. The authors claim that the game is still in an initial phase of the study, but have plans to include a large-scale study.
2.3 Multimodality

We take it for granted that sensory data from disparate sources gives better results when compared to sensory data coming from a single source. In a multimodal platform, sensory data from one source can be verified or supported by sensory data obtained from another source. How does one know, however, whether the multimodal sensory data is beneficial in the design of ATs, since it is all up to users to interpret sensory inputs and make an informed decision based on it?

Multimodality is of particular interest because Proulx et al. [73] showed that our brain areas are not described by the source of inputs (e.g., eyes, ears, etc.), but by the cognitive activation and physical type of processing required by a task [60]. Sometimes, this is called cross-modal plasticity. This implies that even though visually impaired people cannot see in the usual sense of the word, but they can still “see” in a way with their non-visual senses (i.e., alternative perception) [11, 77]. Furthermore, multimodality allows for a flexible framework setup such that any multimodal sensors (inputs) can be paired with any multimodal stimulators (outputs). This enables the study of how best to transduce information to VIP, through the use of combinations of sensors and stimulators. The following shows examples of sensors and stimulators being used in AT.

Palmer et al. designed wearable range-vibrotactile units by placing range sensors (e.g., infrared) coupled with a haptic unit (e.g., vibrator) throughout a user’s body. The units allow users to “feel” objects and obstacles in close proximity without having to physically touch them. The tactile feedback is achieved via vibration intensity such that the vibration intensifies as the distance of the user to an object or obstacle decreases. Due to the limited field of view of sensors, the authors envisioned having sufficient number of units placed on the body such that it has complete coverage of users’ surroundings [68]. The work is of modular design since each unit can be placed on any body’s location, and the sensors and stimulators are interchangeable. With its simplistic design, it is functionally acceptable, easy to use, and in real time. The units can also be expanded to the general population since its application
is not limited to the visually impaired. With a bit of fashion design, it can be aesthetic and unobtrusive as well. The units are designed from cheap commercially-off-the-shelf parts. For the current implementation, as reported in Palmer et al. [68], each unit is wired to each other and to a microcontroller. Despite that, the unit is fully implemented, available, and has overall good performance.

Another sensory substitution device that is similar to Palmer et al. is the Tactile-Sight (TSIGHT). This device receives input from a Microsoft Kinect that is attached to the torso with a belt. The depth data from Microsoft Kinect is then processed, capturing the distance of objects in one’s surroundings. Through the XBee wireless device, commands are sent to an inter-integrated circuit network (control module) that receives activation intensity for each stimulator, and resends the information to the corresponding stimulators. In Cancar et al. experiment, 72 vibrotactile stimulators are housed in a waistband placed on the abdominal area of users. The stimulators are arranged in 6 rows with 12 columns [16]. The only modular design in the system is their power and control modules. This system is friendly, real time and easy to use, as evidenced by results of the experiments where participants can perceive incoming objects and predict when it will impact their respective bodies. This system has the potential to be extended to the general population, especially to those who need situation awareness such as first responders. In their current implementation, however, the device is bulky and requires users to carry a backpack. In addition, it is socially awkward carrying a Microsoft Kinect on your waist. Part of the system is also wireless (i.e., going from XBee wireless device to I²C module), while other parts are not (i.e., Kinect to the processing unit and I²C to stimulators). The system is constructed from low cost, commercially-off-the-shelf parts such as Microsoft Kinect, coin-motor type vibrators, I²C module, and XBee wireless devices. Even though the current version is available and has overall good performance, the authors wish to improve wearability [16].

In 2012, a group of researchers from Lebanon designed a prototype of rehabilitative shoes paired with eyeglasses for the blind [1]. The devices are used to detect obstacles at ground
and head levels, and include stair ascent and descent; situations which traditional white cane users often have trouble. They achieved this in two parts. First, they retrofitted each shoe with three pairs of ultrasonic transducers (transmitter and receiver) placed on the toe cap with spacing in between (in a way that allows maximum ultrasonic beam coverage for detecting ground level obstacles of various height as well as pits and holes). Vibrating motors are attached inside the shoes underneath the corresponding locations of the transducers. For the second part, they retrofitted a pair of ultrasonic transducers above the bridge of a pair of Ray-Ban eyeglasses, and a buzzer is mounted at one of the temples. They used a microcontroller-based belt pack unit to control each pair of transducers. While this is an interesting approach to assist the visually impaired in navigation, their design is not modular because it is specific to the shoes and spectacles (though the sensors and stimulators could be of different types). This design is useful in navigation, especially in situations such as detecting potholes and knowing when you’re at the top (or bottom) of stairs. We imagine that with some training, it would be easy to use the shoes. We are not sure about having a buzzer (or any kind of vibrating units) at one’s temple, as that could be annoying, and one may be sensitive to having a device on the head. We believe this design is accessible to other populations such as the mobility-challenged. The shoes also help to maintain a proper gait. In its current implementation, with wires connecting each component and a belt pack unit, it has a low social integration value. It is also characterized by low cost, functioning in real time, and availability.

A long cane is one of the trusted tools that visually impaired people use to navigate known or unknown environment. While the cane is useful to detect different objects from the ground up to the waistline, it fails to detect those above the waistline. To address this limitation, Ramirez et al. [76] used ultrasonic technology to develop a device to achieve better spatial exploration. This device, an electronic long cane, is realized by retrofitting electronics to a traditional long cane’s handle. The embedded device consists of an ultrasonic sensor, a micro-motor (vibration stimulator), a microcontroller, and a 9-V battery, all of which
are easy to purchase. The device is not of a modular design because users cannot easily substitute one component for another. It is, however, self-contained and wireless. When an obstacle is detected by the ultrasonic sensor, a haptic response (i.e., vibration) is triggered inside the cane. The vibration becomes increasingly frequent in real time as users approach an obstacle. The device is also easy to use and useful to the visually impaired. This device is not accessible to other population groups, however, because it has little or no use to non-visually impaired people. The long cane is a common tool among the visually impaired, and it is not unusual to see one walking with a cane. With a simple retrofitted device to the long cane, it is easily “camouflaged” like a regular long cane. The device is available now and has satisfactory performance; users were able to bypass obstacles and resume their original routes with ease.

Khan et al. [45] developed an obstacle avoidance navigation system using Xtion Pro\. Like Microsoft Kinect, Xtion Pro uses depth sensing sensors, such as infrared, to obtain a depth map of the scene, while the device is strapped to a user’s waist. Using the depth map, the system computes distance to nearest colliding obstacles, if any. If there is a colliding obstacle, the system computes the direction (far-left, left, middle, right, far-right) to an obstacle-free path. The direction is conveyed using text-to-speech. The system is not modular and requires depth sensing sensors. Furthermore, users have to carry the sensor on their waist, which reduces its aesthetic value. Although the system is easy to use and somewhat useful in helping visually impaired people navigate an environment in real time, its design is bulky because users need to carry a laptop backpack with wires directly connecting to Xtion Pro. Initial results showed good promise of its performance and the system is available for further experimentation.

Polacek et al. [72] used a WOz testing approach to develop their WOz Prototype, which is part of the Contextual Wizard (ConWiz) system. The WOz prototype is an Android smartphone application that is capable of synthesizing voice commands for navigation and
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controlling a vibra-wristband for tactile commands. The human wizard is controlling a separate device, Mobile Wizard, that sends navigational and vibration commands to the WOz prototype. Both the Mobile Wizard and WOz prototype are connected to a server that has data and an evaluator which monitors the experiment progress. The wizard also does note-taking on the device to log important events. The vibration is used to alert users about any dangerous situation. The choice of employing the WOz testing approach is to simplify the design and focus on investigation of navigational commands and usability issues. It is easy for anyone to use a smartphone to navigate an environment, especially in urban settings. Although all components are wireless, the server (which is a laptop) is carried by a third person among them. Because the system needs a human wizard to give navigational commands, it is currently not available. The study, however, received positive feedback about the usability of the Mobile Wizard.

Table 2.1 summarizes the aforementioned multimodal assistive technologies. The proposed evaluation framework enhances and complements these technologies. For the range-vibrotactile, the framework allows user study in a safe and controlled environment, and gathers valuable feedback for the next design iteration. More details about this are in Chapter 6. Similar to the range-vibrotactile, this framework provides a safe (albeit virtual) navigation environments for TSIGHT, Khan et al. system, and the rehab shoes and glasses. Virtual sensory data can be generated and fed to the TSIGHT’s vibrotactile array placed on one’s abdominal area to study the efficacy of the system, without the need of a bulky system. Better yet, they do not have to rely on a Microsoft Kinect, but instead can try out a variety of depth sensing units. Similarly, for Khan et al. system, virtual directions can be generated and transduced to users. For the rehab shoes and glasses, there are risks in user testing, where blind subjects can accidentally hit an overhang object or trip over gaps. Using our proposed framework for testing, we eliminate such risks because the subjects will be safely seated in a lab, navigating in a virtual environment. Our framework complements the electronic long cane because the framework not only provides an evaluation platform, but
Table 2.1: Multimodal ATs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Sensors</th>
<th>Actuators</th>
<th>Processing Units</th>
<th>Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range-vibrotactile [68]</td>
<td>infrared</td>
<td>vibrator; whole body adjustable</td>
<td>linear mapping between distance and sensor reading</td>
<td>As user nears an obstacle, vibration intensifies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSIGHT[16]</td>
<td>depth</td>
<td>vibrator; 72 units placed on abdom-</td>
<td>integrated circuit</td>
<td>Capturing distance of objects and convey it via an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inal area</td>
<td></td>
<td>array of vibrators on waist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehab shoes and glasses[1]</td>
<td>ultrasonic</td>
<td>vibrator / buzzer; 3 pairs on toe cap &amp; 1 pair on glasses</td>
<td>micro-controller</td>
<td>Detect gaps on grounds and obstacles on or above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>head level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic long cane[76]</td>
<td>ultrasonic</td>
<td>vibrator; 1 unit embedded in han-</td>
<td>linear mapping between distance and sensor reading</td>
<td>As user nears an obstacle, vibration intensifies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khan et al. [45]</td>
<td>depth</td>
<td>text-to-speech</td>
<td>using depth map to compute distance to nearest colliding obstacle</td>
<td>compute direction to an obstacle-free path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConWiz[72]</td>
<td>smartphone</td>
<td>text-to-speech</td>
<td>WOz prototype</td>
<td>synthesizing voice commands for navigation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

also a simulation and training tool. Different types of ultrasonic sensors can be simulated with obstacles of various heights to see which sensors work best. New users can use the simulation tool to try out devices before purchasing and outfit them onto their long canes. In term of the Wizard of Oz testing approach, our framework is similar to ConWiz. Both involved orchestrated data. Our framework can achieve the testing scenarios in ConWiz in a virtual environment, thus reducing testing and setup times, and alleviating safety concerns.
Chapter 3

GIVE-ME: A Multimodal Evaluation Framework

This chapter presents our Gamification In Virtual Environments for Multimodal Evaluation (GIVE-ME) framework. Chapter 3.1 discusses the objectives of this framework. The user interfaces and foundations of this framework are described in Chapters 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Lastly, the framework’s intended uses and advantages are presented in Chapter 3.4.

This proposed framework differs from Degara et al. [24, 25] such that our framework allows for additional transducing methods, in addition to sonification. Furthermore, it differs from Lahav et al. [50, 51] and Huang [38, 39] in that their work was focused on cognitive mapping in unknown space, and they studied how best to utilize haptic and audio cues for spatial information in collaborative environments. Conversely, our framework focuses on evaluating multimodal ATs for navigation and studies what combinations of sensors and stimulators in ATs support optimal navigation performance.

3.1 Objectives

The primary goal of this framework is to provide a robust evaluation and scientific comparison of navigational ATs. More specifically, this framework enables the following:
• Benchmark heterogeneous ATs.

• Study of how best to transduce information to VIPs, through the use of combinations of sensors and actuators.

• Rapid-prototype and testing of sensors and stimulators before integrating into AT.

• Early stakeholder involvement.

• Psychophysics evaluation on navigation tasks.

• Fun, engaging, and motivating experiment sessions.

• Conversion of an evaluation tool into a simulation or training tool.

Figure 3.1: Gamification In Virtual Environments for Multimodal Evaluation Framework

The proposed GIVE-ME Framework - Gamification In Virtual Environments for Multimodal Evaluation - is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The framework is described in two parts. The top part, residing in the real world, is the framework’s User Interface (including controller, multimodal stimulators, and measurement device). The bottom part, residing in
a virtual world, is the framework’s **Foundations and Components** (including multimodal sensors, game mechanics, data collection, and VE toolbox). Briefly, a user guides a virtual avatar from point A to B via a controller. As the avatar is moving in the virtual world, virtual sensory measurement of nearby environment information is transduce to the user via a multimodal stimulator (or a set of stimulators). The following two sections detail the framework in two parts.

### 3.2 Framework: User Interface

Figure 3.2: User Interface

Figure 3.2 shows the user interface of the framework. It consists of the following:

1. Controller: an input to the VE
2. Multimodal Stimulator(s): an output mechanism to the user
3. Measurement Device: to collect user’s brain/behavioral data

Using a **controller** (see Chapter 3.2.1), a user controls a virtual avatar while receiving feedback about a VE through a set of **stimulators** (see Chapter 3.2.2). Specifically, control
data are passed from the controller to the VE via the input driver, and VE data (e.g., virtual sensor range readings, see Chapter 3.3.1) are sent out to the stimulators via the stimulator driver. The VEs in this dissertation are built using Unity3D\textsuperscript{1}, a game engine (see Chapter 3.3.3). Like any hardware, drivers (i.e., input and stimulator drivers in Figure 3.2) are needed to operate the hardware. Drivers are installed natively on the host machine via plug-and-play or as third-party programs that provide interfaces to the hardware. In the following sections, we discuss what types of controllers and stimulators are available or have been used by other people. Then we discuss which controllers and stimulators GIVE-ME supports and how we connected them to VEs.

Psychophysics evaluation can also be conducted at the same time through the Measurement Device (see Chapter 3.2.3). This component is meant to be generic in such a way that in addition to quantitative data, qualitative data (e.g., survey and questionnaire) can also be collected, whether during an experiment (online), or after an experiment (offline). Offline data are then aggregated with online data for further study.

\section{3.2.1 Controllers}

A controller is a mechanism to navigate an avatar inside VEs. Traditionally, controllers are keyboard, mouse, joystick, and game pad (e.g., Xbox 360 Controller\textsuperscript{2}). In order to have an immersive and sustainable experience, however, we suggest using more intuitive controllers such as Oculus Rift VR\textsuperscript{3} and Virtuix Omni\textsuperscript{4}, in conjunction with a game pad controller (Figure 3.3). Arguably, the game pad controller can be substituted with other gesture recognition sensors such as Leap Motion\textsuperscript{5} and Kinect for Windows\textsuperscript{6}. They need to have 360° coverage, however, because Virtuix Omni is an omnidirectional treadmill that
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automatically generates input data of both rotation and translation of users to control the rendering of a VE. Therefore, a game pad controller is sufficient for experiments. While we understand the Oculus Rift is a visual experience that blind individuals cannot experience, it can still be used for low-vision users (with enlarged visual content). Furthermore, Oculus Rift has state-of-the-art head trackers that can be leveraged to simulate realistic 3D and binaural sounds. With gamification, particularly using realistic 3D and binaural sounds and the head tracker, users (players) will have a fuller and realistic immersion in virtual environments.

![Figure 3.3: Example of controllers](image)

(a) Oculus VR
(b) Virtuix Omni
(c) Xbox 360 Controller

Connecting controllers to VEs happens in two levels: 1) operating systems (OS) and 2) application. In the OS level, most standard hardware (e.g., keyboard, mouse, and joystick) are connected to the PC via plug-and-play. In other words, drivers for these devices are installed automatically, without user intervention, once plugged in. Other (non-standard) hardware such as game pad, Oculus Rift VR, Virtuix Omni, Leap Motion, Kinect for Windows, etc., may require manual installation of drivers and a runtime environment. For example, in order to use the Kinect, the Kinect for Windows SDK 2.0\(^7\) needs to be installed. The SDK includes a driver for the hardware, APIs, and code samples.

Once the controller hardware is connected, installed, and recognized by the OS, its functionalities can be accessed via applications. For the purpose of this dissertation, we want
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to access the controllers via Unity3D. The advantage of using a game engine is that it provides a uniform API to access the connected devices. For example, Unity3D has an Input class\(^8\) that allows developers to access the state of the mouse/joystick (\texttt{GetAxis}), buttons (\texttt{GetButton}), and keys (\texttt{GetKey}). Connecting non-standard hardware to Unity3D, however, may require an additional step. Unity3D has expanded their development to include integrated support for Oculus, thus, using Oculus in Unity3D does not require an additional step beyond installing its driver and runtime. On the contrary, Kinect for Windows and others are not directly supported by Unity3D. To access these devices, custom programs are needed to provide interfaces between devices’ APIs and Unity3D. To connect Kinect for Windows to Unity3D, for example, we developed a server-client program. The server and client communicate with each other via a TCP/IP socket (\textit{i.e.}, localhost) with a specified port number. The server program is written in C++ using Visual Studio and is connected directly to the Kinect, while the client program is written in Unity3D C# as part of the VE. Starting the server program first, its task (as defined by the programmer) is to send skeleton joint data (\textit{i.e.}, set of X-Y coordinates for each joint) upon a client request. Of course, other data can also be sent depending on what is needed in the VE. The simplest way to send data from server to client is to encode the data as a custom string, for example, “\texttt{joint#, jointX, jointY, joint#, \ldots, jointY}”. Finally, the client program task is to send a request to the server whenever new data are needed, and to parse (\textit{e.g.}, split by comma) the received string. The server-client model also eliminates the issue of compatibility because the Kinect APIs require a .NET 4.5 Framework, but Unity3D only supports up to .NET 2.0.

### 3.2.2 Multimodal Stimulators

This section covers the various ways of conveying information to users of ATs through actual stimulators. For sighted users, information is generally conveyed \textit{visually}. While a picture is worth a thousand words to sighted users, it is almost worthless to the visually impaired and

\(^8\)Unity Technologies, “Input”, November 23, 2015, \url{http://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Input.html}
thus they require \textit{alternative perception} mechanisms to perceive their environment. Furthermore, it has been shown that VIPs preferred audio (\textit{i.e.,} speech) for navigation. This frees their hands for other tasks, especially for those who use a white cane or guide dog [5].

For each of the following subsections, stimulators that are supported by GIVE-ME is listed: sound cue generation, text-to-speech (TTS), vibration motors, and Brainport. Sound cue generation is interfaced via a host’s OS (and then via Unity3D audio class). TTS is interfaced via a plugin. Vibration motors are interfaced via serial port/Arduino. Brainport is interfaced via a TCP/IP socket (localhost). Interfaces to these stimulators are described in details in the individual subsections.

### 3.2.2.1 Audio devices

The most common type of stimulators is audio devices. Audio is used to provide feedback for action performed, whether correct or an error [79]. Sonification and visualization using sound have been studied widely for decades. The aim is to display, for example, graphics, line graphs or even pictures using non-speech sound [31]. Furthermore, sound synthesis can be used to convey color; for example, by playing a sine wave to convey gray color or by creating a tremolo effect to convey redness [8]. Talking Points 3 (TP3), a smartphone-based system, uses TTS technology to convey information to users about nearby points of interest in an environment [91]. Khan \textit{et al.} [45] developed an obstacle avoidance navigation system that also uses TTS technology to convey direction to users.

GIVE-ME supports sound cue generation and text-to-speech. Both types of audio require a real speaker to transduce the sensory information. For a sound cue generation, Unity3D provides a class, AudioSource\textsuperscript{9}, that represents an audio source in 3D space. The audio source also contains an audio clip (\textit{e.g.,} “ouch” and footstep sounds) that is played when triggered. Text-to-speech, however, is not as trivial as a sound cue generation. Instead of

writing a TTS engine from scratch, we used a Win32 TTS plugin\(^\text{10}\) to provide an interface. For other OS types, different versions of TTS plugin are needed. The plugin provides a set of interfaces to control the host’s TTS. To make a speech, we call a function with a string of text, and the PC will pronounce the sentence.

### 3.2.2.2 Haptic/tactile devices

Tactile modality is another way visually impaired players acquire game information [19, 31]. Using tactile stimulation as a way to convey information is ubiquitous; for example, cellphones vibrate to indicate incoming calls or messages. Haptic devices are generally used to convey direction or distance to an obstacle. For example, SpaceSense uses an array of $3 \times 3$ vibration motors to give a cardinal direction for users to walk towards [92]. Vibration motors are also used to help users walk in a safe path by providing corrective feedback [89]. Vibration motors as distance stimulators are generally activated by increasing vibration intensity as one gets closer to an obstacle. This is achieved with Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) control [68]. Because of its small size, it can fit densely on different parts of our skin such as the chest, the ankles, and the wrists [16], giving the illusion of a whole body “range field” [46, 68]. In a classroom setting, Quek and Oliveira (2013) use a haptic glove to allow visually impaired students to follow the instructor’s deictic focus [75].

GIVE-ME also supports other types of haptic devices, in addition to vibration motors. Vibration motors come in various forms, from unpackaged motors to motors integrated onto a circuit board. Unpackaged motors mean motors that at a minimum need to be connected to a breadboard, such as Arduino (which is connected to a PC via USB), using jumper wires to control them. For these type of motors, we control them by sending data voltage values through the connected serial port to the motors. The voltage values are determined based on sensory information to be transduced. For motors that are integrated onto a circuit board,
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if the board has a network module such as Bluetooth, voltage values can be written to the motors via the Bluetooth communication protocol.

### 3.2.2.3 Electrode devices

Another modality that has been used to convey information to VIPs is electrical stimulation. This is common in medical devices such as Argus® II [2, 3, 21], where a 60-electrode array is placed on the epiretinal, and electrical signals are sent through the optic nerve. Another similar device is the Brainport\(^\text{\textregistered}\) II, where a 400-electrode array is placed on the tongue, and users have to feel the electrical stimulation to perceive the scene in front of them. More invasive devices, such as MVG Cortical Visual Prosthesis [53], place an implant in the brain, directly stimulating the visual cortex.

For electrode devices, GIVE-ME supports the Brainport’s electrode array. We have not tested the framework with other implanted devices such as Argus. For the electrode array, we used a server-client model to transduce the sensory information. The server and client programs are communicating with each other via a TCP/IP socket (\textit{i.e.}, localhost) with a specified port number. Specifically, we set up a VE as a server program. That is, the VE is generating sensory information such as direction to be transduced. The client program is directly connected to the Brainport. It receives information from the server, which needs to be parsed, and generates $20 \times 20$ pixel images to be sent to the 400-electrode array.

### 3.2.3 Measurement Device

To enable psychophysics evaluation of navigation tasks, this Measurement Device allows us to connect to devices such as an EEG to collect brain activity measurements, in addition to other qualitative data such as questionnaires and observations. A custom procedure is needed in order to connect to EEG machines because the machine we used has a parallel port interface, and such interface is neither provided as a standard library in Unity3D nor in

\[\text{\cite{Wicab, 2015}}\]

C#. Most systems now use USB. There is also a commercially available wireless and mobile EEG technology called EMOTIV\textsuperscript{12}. To resolve this, a parallel port plugin\textsuperscript{13} is used to enable such interface. This also means that a VE needs to be deployed in a machine that has a parallel port. Once connected, the EEG device needs to be synchronized with the VE such that when a stimulus is presented (from the VE), we expect the EEG measurements from that time forward to be a response to that stimulus, until a new stimulus is presented. To synchronize, a trigger (8-bit unsigned integer) is sent to the EEG device. A trigger “tells” the EEG what stimulus has been presented, and marks the measurement accordingly. For example, in navigation, the VE tells a subject to turn left or right. The trigger values are chosen as 128 (binary: 10000000) for a left turn, and 64 (binary: 01000000) for a right turn. Finally, the trigger is sent by calling the plugin’s \texttt{DlPortWritePortUshort}.

Furthermore, a Measurement Device is not restricted to a mechanical device. The device can simply be a person (\textit{i.e.}, experimenter or researcher) observing subjects, collecting behavioral data and conducting post-experiment questionnaires. For more details on what types of data GIVE-ME can collect, see Chapter 3.3.4. To distinguish the two types of measurement devices, we shall call the former type (\textit{i.e.}, with a mechanical device) “online measurement,” and the latter “offline measurement.” Online measurement is connected and synchronized with the virtual world, such that the virtual world triggers the measurement device to collect data in response to an action. Offline measurement has to be aggregated and synchronized, if necessary, to online measurement. With the aggregated data, we can evaluate the task performed and establish ground truth. In addition, these data can also be used for man-machine learning and modeling to derive a better sensorimotor model. The goal of the model is to provide a better insight of the neural mechanisms of sensorimotor integration and motor learning, leading to new design concepts, formulation of required information, and development of cost-effective and revolutionary human-friendly mechatronic devices to assist VIPs.

\textsuperscript{12}EMOTIV Inc., “EMOTIV”, August 31, 2016, \url{http://www.emotiv.com}
\textsuperscript{13}Logix4u.net, “Inpout32.dll for Windows”, November 23, 2015, \url{http://www.logix4u.net/index.php}
3.3 Framework: Foundations and Components

Figure 3.4: Foundations of the framework

Figure 3.4 shows the foundations and components of the framework. It consists of the following components:

- **Virtual Reality**
  - **VE Toolbox**
    - Third party game engine: building block for VE.
    - Environment Design: setup VE and layout for experiment.
    - Controller Setup: interface to controller and filter inputs.
  - **Data Collection**
    - Task Evaluation: collect quantitative and qualitative data.
    - Establish Ground Truth: contribute above data to a benchmark.

- **Gamification**
  - Mechanics

- **Multimodality**
  - Transducing
  - Virtual Sensors
  - Multimodal Sensors
* Task Definition: experiment objectives and game logic.
* Avatar Behavior: design avatar to enable task completion.

- Multimodality
  - Multimodal Sensors
    * Virtual Sensors: virtualize sensors based on real specification.
    * Transducing: convert virtual sensor output data of one modality to feedback of an other modality.

The three foundations in this framework are virtual reality, gamification, and multimodality (Chapter 2) and they are the bedrocks that achieve the objectives of this framework. Each foundation also has components, and each component is exemplified by the foundation that it is in. The components are the building blocks, with specific tasks, in this framework. While a component is pigeonholed into a foundation, each component also reflects the spirit of the other two foundations that it is not in. For example, even though the task definition is in the Gamification foundation, it also relies on the Virtual Reality foundation to be realized and collaborated with the Multimodality foundation to allow subjects to achieve tasks.

The following sections discuss how the interaction of these components help to achieve the objectives of GIVE-ME. For the sake of clarity, we discuss each component in reverse order. First, we discuss how to virtualize a multimodal sensor. Then, we discuss how to define mechanics in a game. Lastly, we discuss how the VE toolbox provides an environment (i.e., a game), and what data are collected for analysis.

### 3.3.1 Multimodal (Virtual) Sensors

Classically, sensors and stimulators are considered as user interfaces or human-computer interface. However, we also subscribe to the novel definition of alternative perception as defined in Khoo et al. [46, 48]; that is, to use devices of multimodalities to sense the user’s
surroundings (such as camera and RGB-D sensor), and present spatial information to the user non-visually (e.g., auditory, haptic, electrode). Thus, “interface” and “alternative perception” are interchangeable in this dissertation. In this section, we describe some common sensors, how to virtualize these sensors based on their real specifications, and how these virtual sensors data are transduced into real stimulation to the user.

3.3.1.1 Virtual Sensors

The keyword here is “virtual,” where we leverage the power of virtual reality to simulate multimodal sensors based on real ones. Real sensors generally have some physical limitations such as noisy data. Simulating real sensors in VEs allows developers to control the limitation by introducing a known noise signal (i.e., Gaussian noise with known means and standard deviations) into the noise-free data. Sensors also include conventional input devices such as a keyboard, a mouse, and a touchscreen. This dissertation focuses on some common multimodal sensors that can be virtualized as part of the GIVE-ME framework. The following sections discuss some of the common sensors, including but not limited to, infrared and sonar range, and RGB-D sensors.

Infrared range sensors

Infrared range (IR) sensors are light-based sensors, with a very narrow beam angle (a few degrees) and a short range, about a meter. For an IR sensor that can detect objects up to 80 cm away, it has beam width of 12 cm (spec data obtained from Acroname\textsuperscript{14}), which is about 8.5°. An IR sensor also has a minimum sensor range (e.g., 10 cm); this is where an object is so close to the sensor that it cannot get an accurate reading. It may be misconstrued as very far away. While the narrowness of the beam is an advantage in reading sharp details with high accuracy, the major issue is if it is not pointed exactly at the object, the object is invisible. If two IR sensors are so close together that their beams overlap, it will create

\textsuperscript{14}Acroname, “Sharp GP2Y0A21YK0F Wide Beam IR Distance Sensor Kit”, December 14, 2015, https://acroname.com/products/SHARP-GP2Y0A21YK0F-IR-PACKAGE?sku=R301-GP2Y0A21YK
cross-interference. This is when a signal emitted by one sensor is read by other sensors, and therefore produces erroneous readings.

In Figure 3.5, we illustrate the arrangement of infrared sensor such that there is no overlapping coverage. We model the person as a cylinder of \( r_h \) cm radius and \( H \) cm height, and the sensors are oriented perpendicular to the cylinder. Using this model, we theoretically estimated the upper bounds of the number of infrared sensors that can be placed on a human body. Given a height \( H \) and a maximum beam width of sensor \( w \), there are \( \frac{H}{w} \) rings of sensors without vertical overlaps (right side of the figure). To estimate the number of sensors in each ring, we compute the angle \( \theta \) between each sensor such that they do not overlap in coverage. \( \theta \) and the angle between two non-overlapping beams’ edges form a kite polygon (in middle of figure.) First, given the beam’s width \( w \) and sensor maximum reading distance \( d \), the angle \( \alpha \) is computed using the tangent function (Eq. 3.1) and the length of beam’s edge \( x \) using the Pythagorean theorem (Eq. 3.2). Then, combining Eqs 3.1 and 3.2, and the cylinder’s radius \( r_h \), the kite’s longest diagonal \( y \) is computed using the Law of Cosines (Eq. 3.3).

\[
\alpha = 180 - \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{w}{2d}\right) \quad (3.1)
\]
\[
x = \sqrt{d^2 + \left(\frac{w}{2}\right)^2}
\]  
\[
y = \sqrt{x^2 + r_h^2 - 2r_hx \cos \alpha}
\]  

Finally, given the kite polygon has two congruent triangles (all sides are equal), the minimum angle of sensor separation is computed using the Law of Sines (Eq. 3.4).

\[
\begin{align*}
\theta' &= \frac{\theta}{2} \\
\sin \theta' &= \sin \alpha \\
x &= \frac{y}{\sin \theta'} \\
\theta' &= \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{x \sin \alpha}{y}\right) \\
\theta &= 2 \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{x \sin \alpha}{y}\right)
\end{align*}
\]  

Using statistical data from the CDC [30], an average male has a height of 175.9 cm and a girth of 100.9 cm (32.12 cm in diameter), and an average female has a height of 162.1 cm and a girth of 95.2 cm (30.3 cm in diameter). Putting these data into the equations, and using Eq. 3.5, we computed the theoretical upper bounds of the number of infrared sensors we can place on a human body, assuming a cylindrical model. A male can have no more than 732 sensors on his body, and a female can have no more than 661 sensors on her body.

\[
totalSensor = \left\lfloor \left(\frac{360^\circ}{\theta} \right) \times \left(\frac{H}{w}\right) \right\rfloor
\]  

Despite the limitations of range, beam narrowness, and beam interference, IR is a highly cost-effective sensor (a few dollars) that can be worn on the whole body. Coupled with a stimulator, it can be mounted on hands for reaching tasks, on arms and legs for obstacle detection, and on feet for stair detection [46, 68]. Given the narrow beam coverage of an infrared sensor, a group of infrared sensors (perhaps in the hundreds), with different orientations and no beams overlapped, can be used to generate a wide field-of-view (FOV) coverage. This is of no problem for Unity3D\textsuperscript{1} because it leverages the host’s GPU for...
processing power and can run upwards of 60 Hz. We had also tested a simulation of a thousand infrared sensors (see Figure 3.6), which is more than the theoretical upper bound we computed earlier.

Figure 3.6: 1,000 IR range sensors on an avatar. The rays show the distances to the closest walls.

Algorithm 1 Virtual Infrared Sensor

Require: maxRange > 0.0, direction ← Vector3()
Ensure: 0 ≤ distance ≤ maxRange

1: procedure IR
2:    hitInfo ← RaycastHit()    \(\triangleright\) Initialize hitInfo
3:    distance ← 0.0
4: loop
5:    startPt ← transform.position \(\triangleright\) Changes when avatar is walking
6:    if Raycast(startPt, direction, hitInfo, maxRange) then
7:        distance ← hitInfo.distance
8:    else
9:        distance ← 0.0
10: end if
11: end loop
12: end procedure

Algorithm 1 shows how an IR sensor is virtualized in Unity3D. Due to the IR beam narrowsness, we decided to simulate it with a single ray, instead of its actual beam profile (i.e., 8.5°). In order to simulate the sensor, the algorithm requires the maximum range the sensor can detect, and the norm vector to the placement surface. The maximum range in this
case is 1 meter for the real sensor. The simulated sensor has its own coordinate system; thus, the norm vector is the same as the positive y-axis of the virtual sensor, using the right-hand rule and assuming the positive axis points away from the body. The algorithm is guaranteed to return a distance value between 0 and the maximum range value. Sensing happens in an infinite loop (frequency of this loop depends on the VE’s frame rate), where a raycast\textsuperscript{15} is constructed with the position of the virtual sensor, the norm vector, the maximum range, and a reference parameter (hitInfo) that contains any hit result. Note that since the virtual sensor is mounted on the avatar’s body, its position changes as the avatar moves around. If the raycast hits an obstacle within the maximum range, hitInfo contains a reference to that obstacle, in addition to distance to it. This distance is assigned to the public variable distance, which other classes can query for the sensor output. These classes can also perform additional processing such as threshold before transducing to a real stimulator.

\textit{Ultrasonic/sonar range sensors}

Ultrasonic/sonar range sensors have been widely used in robotic applications and the technology is very mature and the cost is very low so it could be used for daily obstacle detection for a VIP. Abu-Faraj \textit{et al.} \cite{1} created an ultrasonic sensor prototype that is specific to shoes and spectacles. Their prototype uses three pairs of ultrasonic transducers placed on the medial, central, and lateral aspects of the toe-cap. These sensors are used to detect ground-level obstacles as well as pits and holes. The ultrasonic transducers are also mounted above the bridge of a spectacle to detect head-level obstacles \cite{1}. Ultrasonic sensors can also be retrofitted to traditional white canes to address some of their limitations such as detecting overhangs. While the trusted white canes can detect irregularities and obstacles on the ground, they fail to detect those above users’ waistlines. Ultrasonic sensors can be mounted near the handle of the canes, such that when an obstacle is detected, a haptic response is triggered inside the cane, with increasing intensity as users approach the obstacle \cite{76}.

\textsuperscript{15}A ray is a line that starts at a point and continues to the maximum range parallel to the norm vector. A raycast involves intersecting a ray with objects in the VE; raycast tells you what objects in the VE the ray runs into, and may return additional information as well, \textit{i.e.,} intersection point
Similar to aforementioned sensors, a virtual ultrasonic sensor is realized as a cone-shaped beam profile range sensor (range up to 8 meters, angle up to $150^\circ$) with the tip of the cone pointing at the body. The beam profile is based on a real sensor’s specification.

**Algorithm 2 Virtual Sonar Sensor**

**Require:** $\maxRange > 0.0$, $\radius > 0.0$, $\norm \leftarrow \text{Vector3}()$

**Ensure:** $0 \leq \text{distance} \leq \maxRange$

1. **procedure** Sonar
2. $\hitInfo \leftarrow \text{RaycastHit()}$ \hspace{1cm}▷ Initialize $\hitInfo$
3. $\text{distance} \leftarrow 0.0$
4. **loop**
5. $\text{startPt} \leftarrow \text{transform.position}$ \hspace{1cm}▷ Changes when avatar is walking
6. $\minDist \leftarrow \maxRange$
7. **for** $i,j \leftarrow 0$, $\radius$ **do**
8. \hspace{1cm}if $\radius^2 \geq i^2 + j^2$ **then**
9. \hspace{2cm}direction $\leftarrow$ vector from $\text{startPt}$ to $(i,j,\maxRange)$, offset from $\norm$
10. \hspace{2cm}if $\text{Raycast(startPt, direction, hitInfo, maxRange)}$ **then**
11. \hspace{3cm}if $\hitInfo\.distance < \minDist$ **then**
12. \hspace{4cm}$\minDist \leftarrow \hitInfo\.distance$
13. \hspace{2cm}end if
14. \hspace{1cm}end if
15. end for
16. $\text{distance} \leftarrow \minDist$
17. end loop
18. end procedure

Algorithm 2 shows how a sonar sensor is virtualized in Unity3D, which is similar to IR with the exception of the beam profile. In order to simulate the sonar sensor, the algorithm requires the maximum range the sensor can detect, the radius of the beam, and the norm vector to the placement surface. The maximum range in this case is 8 meters for the real sensor. The simulated sensor has its own coordinate system, thus, the norm vector is the same as the positive y-axis of the virtual sensor, using the right-hand rule and assuming that the positive axis points away from the body. The algorithm is guaranteed to return a distance value between 0 and the maximum range value. Imagine the cone-shaped beam has a circle opposite of the tip, with a radius variable called $\radius$. Instead of a single raycast, the virtual sonar sensor uses multiple raycasts in a single frame. Each raycast is constructed
with the position of the virtual sensor, the direction from \(startPt\) to \((i, j, maxRange)\) (\(\forall i, j\) i.e., \(i^2 + j^2 \leq radius^2\)), the maximum range, and a reference parameter (\(hitInfo\)) that contains any hit result. \(\forall i, j\) i.e., \(i^2 + j^2 \leq radius^2\), the public variable \(distance\) is assigned \(min_distance(hitInfo_{i,j})\).

**RGB-D sensors**

With the advent of commercial-off-the-shelf and portable RGB-D sensors such as Xtion PRO LIVE \(^{16}\) and Microsoft Kinect \(^{17}\), researchers are using such devices to identify people, detect obstacles, and avoid objects, since they can capture both color and depth (approximately 4 or 6 meters) information in real time \([16, 45]\). These depth-sensing input devices usually use infrared pattern or time-of-light lasers to provide real time distance information. While they are fast, they are limited in range and dependent on surface reflectance of the object. Alternatively, a traditional approach (which may be expensive in price or computational resources) is to use a stereo camera (or cameras in general), which generates dense 3D maps of color image pairs of the scene similar to a range-finder. Developers then feed the maps into algorithms that perform obstacle detection and avoidance by computing the shortest or safest path through the scene \([89]\).

Regardless of how the depth map is generated, there are two sensors involved: optical and depth sensors. Virtualizing the optical sensor is the simplest since the camera (game) view can be used directly. That is, for every frame, it captures the view and then sends it to another Unity3D script for processing and transducing. The depth sensor, however, requires a similar approach to the virtual sonar sensor, but instead of a cone-shaped beam, it is a cube profile. To simulate a depth sensor with images of size \(width \times height\) pixel, \(width \times height\) raycasts are constructed at each “pixel” location with a direction that is parallel to the avatar’s positive z-axis (assuming the right-hand rule and the negative y-axis points to the ground) and a maximum range of 4 meters. Since raycasts operate with 3D


vectors, each “pixel” location \((\text{startPt})\) can be computed by the x-y offset (as determined by \(\text{width} \times \text{height}\)) from the avatar and a z-value the same as the avatar’s.

### 3.3.1.2 Transducing

Regardless of which range sensor is to be virtualized, a range profile is simulated and range information extracted. Using a third-party game engine – such as Unity3D – simulating IR, sonar, and RGB-D sensors is achieved via raycasting in the VE. All these virtual sensors generated sensory data such as range and depth data. The next steps are processing and transducing.

It is generally ill-advised to transduce raw data to users as that will be overwhelming. It is recommended instead to process the data into meaningful information before transducing it to another modality and to users. Processing is as simple as thresholding. To transduce from range data to vibration, for example, the raw data is thresholded into three intervals (or vibration levels and intensity). The intervals could signify an obstacle that is close, near, and far, respectively, and vibrate accordingly.

Transducing occurs when meaningful information (processed data) is sent to the stimulators of another modality, using a communication protocol that is compliant to the stimulators’ hardware. Examples of communication protocols are USB/serial ports, Bluetooth low energy, and TCP/IP. For complex protocols where the required software libraries are not supported by the game engine, transducing has to happen in two parts. The first part resides in the VE where range data is extracted from virtual sensors, processed, and sent (outside of the VE) to the second part (this could be on the same machine as the VE or in another networked machine). Data transformation happens in the second part; it then transmits (using one of the communication protocols above) a command to stimulators. The applications in Chapters 4 – 7 contain more specific transducing examples.
Even though, in this dissertation, we focus on depth and intensity values in our simulation, other properties of the physical world, such as brightness, temperature, and color, can also be simulated and transduced to audio and haptic.

### 3.3.2 Game Mechanics

As discussed in Chapter 2, gamification is the application of game mechanics to a non-gaming context. In this section, we discuss how to define game mechanics in the GIVE-ME Framework. Without loss of generality, game mechanics provides a set of goals to achieve and define how users interact with the game. Furthermore, game mechanics also enables early stakeholder involvement by defining tasks that are typical of a scenario and observing how users behave using the AT. The spirit of game mechanics is to engage users while studying how well they perform in navigation tasks using the AT.

#### 3.3.2.1 Task Definition

Task definitions or goals provide a context for the game or experiment. It describes what needs to be done in order to finish. The task is defined based on the experiment’s objectives. The simplest task definition is navigating from point A to point B. More advanced tasks can also be defined, such as visiting rooms X, Y, and Z before reaching point B, or collecting as many collectibles as possible before reaching point B. Point B could also be on a different floor than point A, thus requiring a multi-floor navigation strategy (i.e., how do I get to another floor?). Task definition can also be as vague as “go explore this layout,” for the purpose of familiarizing oneself of the layout. A termination condition, however, is needed for such a task. Termination conditions can be time-outs, a certain set of actions performed, or something else at the discretion of the experimenter.

Of course, in an experiment, a single trial of a layout is not enough for any analysis. Multiple variations of the task definitions, therefore, are needed. For example, each subject in an experiment is required to complete two different sets of tasks: simple and complex. We
have a few simple layouts of different variations (e.g., a straight hallway or a hallway with one corner) and a few complex layouts (e.g., partial modeling of a few floors of a building). They can all have task definitions such as go from A to B. For complex layouts, A and B can be random locations for each trial. In addition, if the task definition includes obstacle avoidance (with the exception of wall collision), the layout could include stationary obstacles (but in random locations for each trial), or dynamic obstacles.

3.3.2.2 Avatar Behavior

To complete a task, users have to guide an avatar to completion. The avatar behavior dictates how users can interact with the avatar and what the avatar can interact with or perceive from its environs. Specifically, this describes what controller commands are valid and thus what the avatar can do (e.g., Can the avatar run? Can it spin? Can the user query for more information for an object in front of the avatar?) and what environ cues the avatar can receive (e.g., Ambient sounds? Sounds in response to an action? Some visual cues for low vision users?)

In a controlled experiment, there may be a need to limit some actions or variables. For example, the experiment may require subjects (vicariously the avatar) to walk in constant speed and turn or rotate in place, so as to remove the walking speed factors among subjects and ascertain their intention in making a turn. To achieve this, the avatar needs to be programmed to conform to these requirements. The avatar can process the controller commands such that no matter how hard one pushes the joystick forward, the translation speed is the same, and when one pushes the joystick left or right to turn, translational motion is nullified.

Since the involved multimodal ATs are for VIPs, sound cues can also be used to aid subjects in navigation and enhance the real stimulator of a different modality (i.e., haptic feedback). This is related to avatar behavior, because, in Unity3D, sound sources, listeners, and sound profiles need to be defined. The listener is the avatar and it needs to know which sound sources are constantly audible (i.e., ambient), and which are audible in response to
an action. It also needs to know how far away it will begin to detect the sound and whether it will gradually increase in volume as it gets closer. All these are defined through Unity3D’s Audio Listener\textsuperscript{18} and Audio Source\textsuperscript{19} classes.

### 3.3.3 Virtual Environment Toolbox

The VE toolbox is responsible for setting up a virtual or gaming environment, receiving inputs from the controller, and passing the control data to other components. The VE toolbox has three components: 1) third-party game engine; 2) Environment Design; and 3) Controller Setup.

#### 3.3.3.1 Third party game engine

The building block within the GIVE-ME framework is VE created with a game engine. We decide to use Unity3D\textsuperscript{1} because of its popularity, excellent documentation, and tutorials. Using Unity3D, developers and experimenters can collaboratively design any environment they want for testing. Developers can program in C# or JavaScript, using Unity3D. In particular, Unity3D supports an open source version of Microsoft’s .NET Framework 2.0 functionalities. These functionalities are part of MonoDevelop, Unity3D’s integrated development environment (IDE). Unity3D is also a multiplatform development tool. It supports various PC operating systems, mobile devices, gaming consoles, and virtual reality headsets such as Oculus Rift. Thus, using Unity3D as a research tool allows us to leverage the power of the PC through the .NET Framework, and to connect with various sensors, stimulators, and external measurement devices. Furthermore, if we want to convert the game into a simulation or training tool, we can simply use Unity3D to re-target to another platform (e.g., Android or iOS), with minimal modification.

\textsuperscript{18}Unity Technologies, “Audio Listener”, November 23, 2015, \url{http://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/class-AudioListener.html}

\textsuperscript{19}Unity Technologies, “Audio Source”, November 23, 2015, \url{http://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/class-AudioSource.html}
3.3.3.2 Environment Design

Using the game engine, we can generate very realistic 3D environments or scenes, in terms of both 3D structure and colors and texture mapping. This would cover the full spectrum of environment designs: from maze-like (fictitious) environments for more scientific studies, to realistic environments based on real floor plans for users’ training. In general, the design should be open-minded. Figure 3.7 shows some examples of environment designs\textsuperscript{20\textsuperscript{21}} that are possible.

![](image)

(a) Environment with a hallway\textsuperscript{20}  
(b) Environment with a stair\textsuperscript{21}

Figure 3.7: Example of environment designs

In a VE, both static and dynamic objects can be included. VEs are especially useful when testing in the real world involves the possibility of physical danger to subjects. It is also useful when experiments require subjects to be stationary, but the task is navigation. To achieve the experiment objectives, a VE has to be designed in such a way that it conforms to task definitions and allows prescribed avatar behavior. If the task definition involves multiple floors, then the VE needs to include an elevator, escalator, staircase, or some combination of the three. Similarly, if the task definition involves collectibles, then the VE needs to have appropriately placed objects that the avatar can “collect.” Sound cues may also be placed on or near the collectibles to alert users that the avatar is near a collectible. If the task
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definition involves obstacle avoidance, the VE needs to have colliders\textsuperscript{22} on objects such that it can detect when the avatar bumps into them and takes appropriate actions to avoid them (\textit{i.e.}, record the bump and play a sound to alert subjects to go around them).

The VE can also be embellished with visual textures. Although this may not be immediately useful for a VIP, it may be in the future; implants can enable them to see colors and texture in addition to ranges using audio and haptic. At the moment, it might be useful for other sighted users or observers to monitor a VIP’s progress. Furthermore, if the experiment needs to provide GPS-like directions, then the environment needs to have a pathfinding\textsuperscript{23} artificial intelligence (AI) included that can provide simple directions (such as forward, left, and right), to simulate the GPS. This Environment Design component is also responsible for instantiating virtual sensors and placing them appropriately on the avatar’s body. The environment needs to enable objects to be detected by the virtual sensors. The environment also needs to enable the physics of objects that are interactable (such as those where an avatar can open a door, or slide a chair across the floor). Of course, sound cues may also be used to indicate such actions.

\subsection*{3.3.3.3 Controller Setup}

Control commands coming in from a controller need to be processed so that they enable the defined tasks and avatar behavior. Normally, a game engine is compatible with standard input devices via plug-and-play, such as game pad controllers and keyboards. In this case, the controller setup involves capturing specific key action events (\textit{e.g.}, key or button presses). This framework is also flexible enough to allow complex (albeit natural) interaction, so that controller devices such as Microsoft Kinect or an optical tracking system may be used. In such cases, a complex setup is involved where a customized input driver is needed to process data from the controller device and send control commands to the VE (Chapter 3.2.1).

\textsuperscript{22}Unity Technologies, “Colliders”, November 23, 2015, \url{http://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/CollidersOverview.html}

Processing data involves detecting hand gestures from the Kinect, or detecting users walking motions using the tracking system. A good compromise between the plug-and-play and complex natural interaction devices is the long-awaited Virtuix Omni (Chapter 3.2.1), which is designed as a plug-and-play device but also allows users free range of walking motion in 360° virtual reality environments. Finally, this component also serves as a starting point of data collection procedure where it logs all user inputs (more details in the next section).

### 3.3.4 Data Collection

To effectively assess an AT for enhancing or substituting visual perception of an individual with limited or no sight, an experimenter needs to collect numerous data and evaluate the given tasks for performance. Data collection in the GIVE-ME Framework allows for various types of data to be collected; this includes but is not limited to, multimodal sensory data, brain or behavioral measurements, and control or action data. *Multimodal sensory data* such as range data generated by the virtual sensors, the output generated by the transducing component (*i.e.*, the data being sent to real stimulators), and any static sensory data (*i.e.*, ambient and action or reaction sounds). If connected, *brain or behavioral measurements* can be collected from the Measurement Device (*e.g.*, EEG). Such measurements are generally stored externally from what is being collected inside the VE, thus the VE has to send a trigger command to the Measurement Device to synchronize data collection on both ends. A trigger command serves as a timestamp in both the VE, where an action is performed, and the Measurement Device, where a stimulus is expected to occur and to be measured. Lastly, *control or action data* includes all user inputs, events happening in the VE (*i.e.*, bumping into an obstacle), and the game state (*i.e.*, an avatar’s position and scoring).

#### 3.3.4.1 Task Evaluation

The quantitative data mentioned above can also be used to supplement a qualitative analysis (*i.e.*, in addition to interviewing subjects and giving them a survey to fill out). While one
can employ any set of features they want for the analysis, we recommend the following set of metrics. This is partly adapted from Plos et al. [71], Dakopoulos and Bourbakis [22], Giudice and Legge [32], and partly inspired from interaction with and desired by VIP:

**Acceptability:** Design that is useful, reliable, robust, aesthetic, and has positive impact on quality of life of a user.

**Compatibility:** Design that is compatible with the lifestyle of a user and of other technologies.

**Adaptability:** Design that can be easily adjusted (i.e., function, location).

**Friendly:** Low learning curve for the system; easy to use.

**Performance:** Overall performance.

Acceptability assesses whether an AT is providing a useful solution for a VIP, in addition to the AT’s aesthetic features and functionalities. Since there is no single, universal AT, compatibility assesses how an AT and its components interact with other devices. Similarly, adaptability assesses how versatile an AT is in adapting to different situations. Friendly assesses the intuitiveness of an AT and how easy it is to use. The overall performance includes the complexity of an AT (proportional to information bandwidth), its strengths and weaknesses over various circumstances, etc. While these metrics are posed as open-ended questions, they can also be presented as rating surveys. Data to assess friendly and performance features can also be extrapolated from the quantitative data (e.g., sensory and control or action data, and brain or behavioral measurements). For example:

- Time to completion,
- Number of errors (e.g., bumping into obstacles, incorrect response),
- Game score,
- User’s trajectory, and,

- Brain or behavioral measurements (e.g., EEG, fMRI, etc.).

Assuming sufficient training time has elapsed, an effective AT should allow users to complete a task in a reasonable time and with fewer mistakes. Users’ trajectory in VEs gives researchers an insight into how friendly an AT is. Ideally, a trajectory should be smooth, and not jagged, as if trying to compensate. For advanced users, gamification introduces challenging tasks (e.g., exploring all rooms for collectibles, reaching waypoints before destination, etc.), in addition to simple navigation. The performance of these tasks can be encapsulated in a game score, where each completed task is awarded a certain amount of points. The game score can then be used as a metric to compare other ATs, in addition to keeping users engaged in an arduous experiment.

3.3.4.2 Establishing Ground Truth

It is a common practice when benchmarking an algorithm to compare its performance with ground truth data. In evaluating ATs, obtaining ground truth data in the real world is difficult due to hardware limitations (i.e., noisy data) and lack of well-controlled environment. For this reason, this framework provides a virtual world that is noise-free (with the ability to add known Gaussian noise to simulate real scenarios), in terms of sensor data, and a well-controlled environment by managing each of the aforementioned components. Of course, consensus on what kinds of data need to be collected is needed in order for others to benchmark against it. The ground truth data obtained in the virtual world is transferable to the real world. For example, designers and developers can use the data to do a baseline calibration of their system and fine-tune it later with real world testing. It is expected that the real world performance will be poorer than the virtual ground truth data due to reasons mentioned before, but it should provide a relative performance rating (to ground truth) as to how well the AT is performing. If one AT’s performance has a small deviation from ground
truth compared to another AT which has a larger deviation, then one might conclude that the former AT is performing better compared to the latter.

3.4 Intended Use

In summary, the GIVE-ME framework is meant to be deployed by AT developers and researchers to:

1. Test their systems,
2. Provide a simulation and training tool to users, and,
3. Establish communication between rehabilitation professionals and end-users with visual impairment.

GIVE-ME has several advantages in relation to simulation, stimulation, and evaluation. GIVE-ME enables rapid prototyping of sensors and stimulators before integrating into AT. Sensors are simulated in a virtual environment, even sensors that do not exist yet, but are highly desired. Stimulators are connected to the VE in an ad hoc manner for testing and evaluation. In addition to traditional evaluation, psychophysics evaluation can also be conducted while subjects are using an AT. Furthermore, this framework allows AT developers and researchers to benchmark their systems with other heterogeneous ATs. As a community, AT developers and researchers can agree on a set of metric features for task evaluations and benchmarks. It is not the goal of this dissertation, however, to determine a set of metric features. Lastly, this framework facilitates early stakeholder involvement in the design of AT [43, 63].

As more and more people utilize this framework, a dataset of hybrid data can be generated. Hybrid data from GIVE-ME can yield valuable information regarding users' perceptions, thoughts, and opinions, and quantifiable assessments of the ATs. If successful, psychophysics experiment data that was not possible before can be produced, specifically
navigational data. A similar experiment has already been conducted on lab mice\textsuperscript{24}. Combined with functional and objective assessments of ATs, these data can help shape better and more human-centric ATs. Furthermore, simulation and training tools can be developed to better educate and train users in using ATs. One of the goals of this framework is to determine the minimally optimal set of sensors and stimulators that can be integrated into an easy-to-use AT which provides concise information about the users’ surroundings in the simplest and most intuitive manner.

3.5 Software Implementation

In this section, we present the workflow of the GIVE-ME framework to evaluate a navigational AT and a software version of the conceptual framework.

3.5.1 Workflow

The workflow of applying GIVE-ME is as follows:

1. Identify the application and tasks (games) to virtualize;

2. Identify the multimodal sensor(s) and stimulator(s) needed;

3. Virtualize the sensors and establish connections from VEs to stimulators.

The application is generally related to navigation, but with some transformation, it can be easily adapted to other applications (\textit{e.g.}, helping autistic people in focusing on a task). In the VE, the tasks as described in Chapter 3.3.2, can be as simple as navigation from origin to destination. The programming or design works here are to generate a VE (Chapter 3.3.3), program tasks (\textit{e.g.}, collect objects, avoid obstacles, \textit{etc.}) and allow interactions (\textit{e.g.}, open doors, ducking, \textit{etc.}), and data collection procedures (Chapter 3.3.4).

Once the sensors and stimulators that one wants to use have been identified, one simulates
the sensors based on its real specification (Chapter 3.3.1). This can be a creative task
because the basic component in most game engines for sensor reading is raycasting (i.e.,
casting a ray out from an origin point and capturing the distance as it hits an object). The
completed virtual sensors are mounted on an avatar, such as on the arms and torso. Similarly,
stimulators are physical devices that are placed appropriately on the target locations (i.e.,
locations on a user’s body). They also need to have a communication channel established
with the VE, so that the VE can send commands to stimulators, which in turn transduces
specific information to users (Chapter 3.2.2). For example, sending distance readings to
vibrotactile-range stimulators will allow users to feel intensified vibrations as the avatar
approaches an obstacle.

3.5.2 GIVE-ME Package

To implement the framework, we decided to use Unity3D for its ease of use, excellent docu-
mentation, and a large community base. Unity3D allows developers to export their project’s
source codes and settings as a package and then import it into another project. Normally,
game development from scratch takes months to complete, especially with a one-person
team. However, we made this process easier by packaging components we have and provid-
ing predefined interfaces for others to use. This way, other developers can just specify what
they want and the framework gives them what they need; they do, however, need to write
some code in Unity3D for novel functionalities that are not provided by existing versions of
the framework. We believe the framework implementation significantly reduces development
time.

The conceptual framework has seven components as discussed in Chapter 3. For the soft-
ware implementation, we group them into four questions and the answers to these questions
are our implementation. The four questions are:

1. **How to specify the sensors?** (Multimodal virtual sensors excluding transducing);
2. How to specify the stimulators? (Multimodal stimulators);

3. How to specify the data to be collected? (Measurement device and data collection); and,

4. How to specify the environment to be navigated? (Controllers, game mechanics, and VE toolbox).

Figure 3.8: Package Overview

Figure 3.8 shows an overview of the software implementation as a Unity3D package. It is available at http://ccvcl.org/~khoo/GIVE_ME.unitypackage. By selecting options in the modules and specifying input parameters, the package generates a set of data and an environment for developers to evaluate their ATs. The following four sections discuss each module in detail.

3.5.2.1 Environment

After importing the package, a menu will appear in the menu bar, allowing developers to begin their project with one of the provided environments (Figure 3.9). This menu is customizable by modifying the included editor source code. The provided environments
include the layout and model of actual environments and a randomized hallway. Basic interactions (i.e., interactive doors, sound cues embedded in objects, etc.) are also included. The spirit here is to use one of the environments as a starting point because chances are, developers will need to modify the environment for their experimental needs. Furthermore, building an environment from scratch is time-consuming as you need to model and build the layout, texture and map the surfaces, if needed, and program in the basic interactions, among other designs. To accelerate this process, developers can use the work done by Tang et al. [82] for automatic map generation using a floor plan. Their algorithm takes in a 2D floor plan image and render a simple 3D model that preserves rooms, doors, hallways, and walls. Of course, developers may want to use their own environment (i.e., one that they designed), which is possible in this framework.

![Figure 3.9: GIVE-ME Menu](image)

### 3.5.2.2 Sensors

Developers can specify what virtual sensors they need for their project via an XML configuration file. The XML schema (i.e., tags and values) contains information such as the type of sensors they want, the placement of the sensors on the avatar, its orientation, and specifications of the sensors (e.g., maximum range and beam angle). Using this approach, developers can specify the sensors during runtime via a menu selection that reads in the XML file. Figure 3.10 shows the inspector of the sensor manager script. Note that in the current version of this package, virtual sensors include infrared and sonar. To simulate other
types of sensors, developers need to write a simulation script for each sensor, generate a sensor prefab\textsuperscript{25}, and include each in the prefab list in the sensor manager in order to use it.

To simulate a new virtual sensor (script), developers have to inherit from an abstract class called \textit{AbstractSensor} and implement the \textit{Sensing} function in the derived class. The distance sensing simulation code is in the \textit{Sensing} function. The function must assign the final sensed distance reading to the public float variable \textit{Distance}. Updating this variable is important because this is the sensory data that the sensor manager will query and make available for transmission.

In the package, we only provide the virtual sensors that generate raw sensory data, such as a distance measure from a point sensor, a 2D array of color values from a color camera, and a 2D array of range data from a range sensor like Kinect. Since it is difficult to foresee

\textsuperscript{25}Unity3D Manual, "Prefabs", http://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/Prefabs.html
how developers want to transduce their data and to what stimulators they are connected to, the transducing part has to be implemented by developers. The virtual sensors provide a common output that developers can pass on to another user-defined function that processes the data and transduces the results. This approach is especially useful if developers want to implement their own connection to a different stimulator than what is provided.

3.5.2.3 Stimulators

This component is closely coupled with transducing of the virtual sensors because a physical stimulator directly connected to the VE serves as a medium to the transduced sensory data. Whereas the transducing component has to be implemented by developers, we provided a general API for implementing stimulators. In general, we find that stimulators can be connected to a VE in one of two ways: one, direct to Unity3D via USB; and two, via an interoperation program. In the top part of Figure 3.10, a network manager is provided to facilitate the connection.

For the first method, a serial port connection is provided to connect to a stimulator and send data to it. Developers have to select “USB” and specify the COM port that the stimulator is connected to. The connection accepts a string or JSON data object (i.e., sensory data to transduce) and prepares it to be sent to the stimulator. Depending on what kind of data format the stimulator is expecting, developers have to overload the output function of the serial port manager. If the stimulator, however, is built into the computer, such as audio speakers, a text-to-speech dynamic link library (DLL) can be used to speak a string.

For the second method, a simple server-client program is provided to extract data out of the transducing module in VEs and send it out to another program. Developers have to select “TCP_IP” and specify the IP address and port number that the external program or server is running and listening. Similar to the first method, this connection accepts a string
or JSON data object and prepares it to be sent to the stimulator. This method is preferred if the software or driver for the selected stimulator is not compatible with Unity3D.

### 3.5.2.4 Data

![GIVE-ME Default GUI](image)

Figure 3.11: GIVE-ME Default GUI

There are many approaches to collect data. The naïve approach is to simply record every single piece of data (*e.g.*, variables, objects, function values, *etc.*), similar to a data dump. Developers, however, may not need most of this data, and may need to laboriously sift through the data for useful information. A more sensible approach is to allow developers to select what data to record. As such, a data manager is provided with the package. To record data for an object with a Unity script attached, the script needs to inherit the class `AbstractDataCollect` and implement the function `RecordData`. Inside the function, developers code in variables that they want to collect and output a comma-separated string. The data manager will take the output from this function and save it to a specified log file with timestamps. The log filename can be specified during runtime via the GIVE-ME default GUI (Figure 3.11). Developers also need to specify the sampling rate in second, in the inspector (bottom of Figure 3.10). This way all collected data are synchronized across all mediums.
(i.e., Measurement Device, software, and pen-and-paper method) for offline analysis. A
default setting is provided where the manager will record both the avatar’s position, and
time passed since the VE startup, since these two data are the most common.

The default GUI in Figure 3.11 allows developers to configure their setup by specifying
sensor XML file and data collection filenames. Then the developers can select a scene from
the menu to start the experiment.

3.5.2.5 Development Cycle

![Figure 3.12: Framework development cycle](image)

We envision the GIVE-ME Framework being used and improved as follows (Figure 3.12).
The initial software framework includes technologies we used thus far and is available on-
line at [http://ccvcl.org/~khoo/GIVE_ME_PACKAGE.unitypackage](http://ccvcl.org/~khoo/GIVE_ME_PACKAGE.unitypackage). Developers then can
download the package, import it into their project and build a new multimodal evaluation
experiment. Here, we are interested in those who had to write custom codes for their project
or experiment in order to simulate a new sensor, connect to a new stimulator, or create a new
virtual environment. This can expand the framework with more functionalities and features
that might be useful for more people. To do this, these developers will have to submit their
new changes to us. We then perform code integration and refactoring to incorporate the new changes by abstraction, while preserving the behavior and interfaces of GIVE-ME. This will produce a new and improved version of the GIVE-ME Framework, which we can publish to the same online location.
Chapter 4

Application 1 - BrainportNav

To start, we applied GIVE-ME to Brainport navigation with collaborators at CUNY [86]. Below, we first discuss the experiment, and then present how to use the framework to conduct the experiment.

4.1 Experiment

Brainport (Figure 4.1) from Wicab\textsuperscript{11} is a tongue-based electrical stimulation device that conveys brightness contrast of a scene in front of users through a 20 $\times$ 20 electrode array pressed against the tongue. A camera is mounted on a pair of eyeglasses that captures videos. The video data is then sent to a base unit that processes the data. This involves converting it to a grayscale image and downsampling it to 20 $\times$ 20 pixels. The electrotactile stimulus data are then transmitted to the tongue display unit [7, 23, 46, 48, 59].

The goal of this experiment is to assess the effectiveness of the Brainport system in conveying visual information. The initial conclusion indicated that subjects have difficulty discriminating shapes, regardless of whether it is filled-in or outlined. The subjects, however, were able to distinguish three line orientations that differ by more than 45° angles [86]. Using this initial result, a simple maze is developed (Chapter 4.6) to simulate a navigation task that exploits the three line orientations (\textit{i.e.}, (1) backslash, (2) vertical, and (3) forward.
slash) to indicate left, forward, and right turn, respectively, and to determine whether VIP may benefit more from the Brainport device for navigation. While [86] having focused on reporting the experimental results on identifying the three line directions by the same four human subjects, this application focuses on the framework aspect to enable the data collection and analysis.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the experiment setup for BrainportNav. The maze is connected to the Brainport Workstation via TCP/IP connection and commands (i.e., left, right, forward) are sent through it. After receiving the commands, a Brainport application on the Workstation converts and transduces them to the subjects via the 20 × 20 electrode array. They, in
turn, control the avatar via a joystick. The following subsections describe each part of the setup in detail.

4.2 Controller and Its Setup

Two controller options are provided to the VE: keyboard and joystick. Ultimately, the joystick is used because of its intuitiveness. The keyboard option works in similar fashion using only the four arrow keys. Since both keyboard and joystick are standard devices, they can be connected to the VE via plug-and-play. To allow for a controlled experiment (i.e., to better capture a subject’s action in response to a tongue stimulus), we decided to discretize the task by having a constant walking velocity and rotation angle. The velocity and rotation angle can be changed via a configuration file (the discretized rotation in our experiment is 45°). The above action (determining the direction to turn) is realized by having the subject control a joystick, pushing the stick left or right to indicate a corresponding turn, and then pushing the stick forward to move forward.

4.3 Stimulator

The Brainport uses a tongue-based electrical stimulation device to convey brightness contrast of a scene to the user. The SDK that came with the Brainport only allowed us to feed 20×20 pixel images to the electrode array. Originally, the Brainport system was designed to send the 20×20 images directly to the tongue of users to “percept” the scene. However, studies by us [86] and others [6, 74] have shown that it was very hard for users to read even the simplest shapes such as circles and squares, let alone to recognize complex real world scenes for navigation. Thus, we transduced the images into four directional outputs: left, right, forward, and stop (see more details in Chapter 4.4). A wrapper class was written, where it established a TCP/IP connection between the Brainport application and the VE. The VE sent a direction to the Brainport application via the connection, where it converted the
direction (of type string) to the 20 × 20 electrode array (the stimulator). Subjects, using their tongues, had to feel the electrode array and determine the direction to turn using the controller.

4.4 Virtual Sensor and Transducing

The Brainport’s sensor is a camera, and thus, the virtual sensor is the camera in the VE (the game view). Instead of using image processing and computer vision to process the images to determine the navigation direction, we decided to use the Unity3D built-in pathfinding algorithm, NavMesh Agent\(^1\). Given start and finish locations in the VE, the pathfinding algorithm generated a series of waypoints for the path. As subjects moved the avatar, a direction (i.e., left, right, and forward) to the next nearest waypoint in the series was determined (this is akin to sensing). The directions are generated in real-time at 30 Hz, even if subjects are idling. Thus, a direction is only sent to the Brainport’s application if it differs from the previous direction (this is akin to processing). The direction is then encoded as a string and sent via the established TCP/IP connection. Once the Brainport’s application received a direction, it converted the direction and fed it to the 20 × 20 electrode array (the stimulator).

4.5 Game Mechanics

The task definition for this experiment is very simple: navigate from start to finish without bumping into the wall, and use the joystick and tongue-based electrical stimulation device. The avatar behavior is also straightforward. Its forward motion is at a constant velocity, such that no matter how hard one pushes the joystick forward, the speed is the same. As mentioned before, to allow for a controlled experiment, the rotation angle is discretized. In

other words, instead of a smooth rotation of the avatar left or right, subjects had to push the joystick left or right and then release the joystick back to a neutral position, which caused the avatar to rotate left or right at a fixed angle (45°).

4.6 Environment Design

In light of the task definition, a simple maze was generated, where it had a single path from start to finish. The maze was a single floor and only contained one type of obstacle (i.e., walls). With a starting location, we generated the maze with several hallways that included left and right turns. As the maze was generated, a path was computed and was guaranteed to terminate at the border of the maze. The end of the path was designated as a finish location and was visually verified (by the experimenter) by a floating box at the location. The VE had nothing lavish; subjects guided the avatar down a hallway-like maze to a destination with walls on either side. The maze had a dimension of 20 feet by 20 feet (assuming 1 Unity unit is 10 feet). The path in the maze was also able to be visualized for debugging purposes.

4.7 Measurement Device & Data Collection

For this experiment, no measurement device was used. Four blind adult subjects were recruited, and each gave their written informed consent to voluntarily take part in the experiments. This study was approved by the CUNY IRB. Due to limited availability of Brainport (i.e., a short and expensive leasing period), we were not able to conduct as many experiments as we had wished.

The features we collected for this experiment are as follows:

1. Time: From start to finish locations.

2. Position: 3D position of avatar.

3. Heading: 3D vector of avatar’s forward heading.
4. Turn_Direction: Turn direction that was sent to Brainport.

5. Bump: Whether the avatar is bumping into an obstacle.


The data collection procedure has a 20 ms interval. In other words, every 20 ms, the above data were recorded to a file. Time serves as a timestamp for the other features and it is reset to 0 at the beginning of each maze. Thus, the last timestamp for each maze trial indicates the time (in seconds) it took the subject to guide the avatar from start to finish. Every 20 ms, the 3D position of the avatar and its forward heading (a unit vector) were recorded. The refresh rate of turn direction varied depending on whether the avatar needed corrective feedback to get back on track, or easily it reached the next waypoint. Regardless, every 20 ms, the current turn direction is recorded. Similarly, bump indicates whether the avatar was in a state of wall collision or not. Lastly, UserInput indicated the action the subject took; that is, pushing the joystick forward, left, right, or not pushing at all. In the last case, the text “NA” was recorded. All analysis and graph generation was done through a custom written Matlab script. The next section shows the results.

4.8 Results

Depending on whether subjects made mistakes, corrective feedback may have had to be transduced to the subjects to guide them back on track. For this reason, there was an average of 267 corrective feedback or instructions for this maze. During the experiment, vertical and diagonal lines (a corrective feedback) were presented to direct the subjects through the maze. Line orientations were presented in accordance to the virtual sensor outputs. The left diagonal line was presented an average of 111 times, the right diagonal line an average of 116 times, and the vertical line an average of 40 times. During each corrective feedback, a line type was presented to the tongue continuously until the subjects responded.
Figure 4.3: Trajectories of Subject #3 over three runs of the maze in BrainportNav.

To see how well our subjects performed in virtual navigation using the Brainport, Figure 4.3 shows the trajectories of Subject #3 over three runs of the maze. The x-axis and y-axis show the 2D position of the avatar in a top down view (the height dimension is ignored since it didn’t change). The z-axis shows the number of samples used to graph (i.e., time-step). Since each run generated several thousand samples and given the sampling interval, most samples are redundant. The graphs were generated by downsampling the samples by half, if not more. The original sample size was 31,000. Each graph shows the origin (green
circle), destination (red circle), and the path taken by the avatar. The path also denotes where the avatar bumped into a wall (red line with arrows). Furthermore, it shows that out of all corrective feedback (Total), how many were responded to correctly by the subject (TotalCorrect), and the Accuracy is TotalCorrect/Total. Looking across the three graphs, the subject’s performance improved in each run, as indicated by fewer red arrows on the path (blue arrow indicates trajectory without any bumping). The subject also took less time to complete subsequent runs. While the accuracy for the first two runs were high (95%) for Subject #3, the third run took a dip in accuracy. The subject could have become overconfident, and wished to finish fast, to beat the previous times. Overall, this shows that Subject #3 completed the runs using Brainport in approximately 2 minutes, with good accuracy.

Table 4.1: Accuracy for four subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subj_Run</th>
<th>L_Correct</th>
<th>Total_L</th>
<th>R_Correct</th>
<th>Total_R</th>
<th>S_Correct</th>
<th>Total_S</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub1_R1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub1_R2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub1_R3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub2_R1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub2_R2</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub2_R3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub3_R1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub3_R2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub3_R3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub4_R1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub4_R2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub4_R3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 shows the accuracy for all 4 subjects for each of the runs (average of 267 corrective feedback for each run). Each row shows a run for a subject. Each column starting from the second column, shows how many left turn corrective feedbacks (L_Correct) were responded to correctly by the subject, out of the total (Total_L). The next four columns are similar for right turns and straight forward (or vertical). The last column is the accuracy for that run. Accuracy is computed by comparing UserInput to Turn Direction or (L_Correct +
\[ \frac{R_{\text{Correct}} + S_{\text{Correct}}}{(\text{Total}_L + \text{Total}_R + \text{Total}_S)} \]. Average accuracy for each subject can also be computed over all three runs. The average accuracy for each subject was 83.33\%, 82.66\%, 93\%, and 69.66\%, respectively. Overall, each subject’s performance improved in each run and less time was needed to complete each run. Three out of four subjects achieved an average of at least 80\% accuracy.

While the previous experiment’s result showed poor performance in discriminating filled-in or outlined shapes, this result showed that Brainport can be better used to give simple directions to people for navigation. Real world navigation requires complex directions, however, which limits the capabilities of Brainport in this regard.

4.9 Discussion

We found that instead of using the built-in camera on Brainport to convey scene information to subjects for testing, which has been shown to be very hard for users, we can generate a VE and provide navigational directions to subjects. By doing so, we were able to send dynamic images (i.e., directions) in real-time and measure subjects’ responses. Furthermore, subjects were able to have a more engaging session; they were able to receive immediate feedback via sound, especially when they made a mistake (e.g., bumped into wall). Without GIVE-ME, we would not have been able to obtain precise trajectory data to evaluate subjects’ performance, because one would need a large room and an expensive motion tracking system installed, to track subjects’ trajectory. Without GIVE-ME, conducting this experiment would have been even more challenging because measuring performance and psychometrics data while subjects are walking in the real world, is extremely difficult. Since the workstation version of Brainport (and its bulky converter unit) requires it to be connected to a laptop, any real world navigation experiment design would have been limited by the length of the power cord used; whereas, the VE design was limited only by the programmer’s creativity and imagination. Even a multi-floor experiment design is possible, if so desired. We did not
attempt to do so this time due to time constraints. There are limitations on this experiment; we conducted an experiment using the Brainport in such a manner that was not intended in its original functionalities. Brainport captures visual scenes in front of users and downsamples it into $20 \times 20$ pixels for the users to feel, in real time. We, however, sent directions to the users via the electrode array. Training done in this case will not be transferable to the real world because the real world visual images involved complex shapes and objects beyond those in simple 2D lines.
Chapter 5

Application 2 - CrowdSourceNav

In this application, we proposed a smartphone-based crowd-sourced navigation solution with a focus on evaluation in a virtual environment. To get from point A to point B, VIPs used their smartphones to stream videos of the view in front of them to an online portal where a group of "crowd volunteers" directed them to their destination. Algorithm developments [66] by the members of the Visual Computing Lab included developing a smartphone app to enable such a service, a user-interface of the online portal, and an aggregation algorithm that transformed a set of volunteers’ directions to a single response for each VIP. We have evaluated the crowd navigation system using an earlier version of the GIVE-ME Framework [47].

5.1 Experiment

Before we conducted real user testing, we proposed to use virtual environments to simulate VIP navigation while testing the crowd’s ability in assisted guidance. Not only did virtual environments give us a more controlled study (with regards to personal safety and inherited device’s limitations), but it also allowed us to establish ground truth data for future comparisons, fine-tuning the aggregation algorithm, and troubleshooting the online portal. Furthermore, it allowed us to verify the viability of the system.
To set up the stage for using a VE for evaluating the effectiveness of utilizing the information from the crowd for navigation, we first gave a brief overview of the crowd navigation system (see Figure 5.1) [47]. The system had to be developed which would allow the instructions from the crowd to be examined, aggregated, and fed back to users in a timely manner. Furthermore, the system had to be easy and interesting for the volunteers to use.

To accomplish this, a webapp\textsuperscript{1} was developed using Google App Engine. Users were able to log into the webapp using a regular Google account. The visually impaired users then had the option to create a uniquely identified video stream which we refer to as a “room”. When sighted volunteers logged onto the service, they entered any of the existing rooms and provided instructions. For any given room, all the instructions from all the crowd members were collected and aggregated via various methods.

Each of the users were then “graded” on their inputs and given points for doing a good job (or had points deducted for malicious behavior). These points were then used in later instances to give more or less weight to each user’s feedback.

Members of the crowd were presented with an interface (Figure 5.2) designed to allow them to best assist the VIPs. A panel displayed the video being streamed from the VIP’s

\textsuperscript{1}CCNY Visual Computing Lab, “Crowd Assisted Navigation”, November 5, 2015, \url{http://crowd-navigation.appspot.com/}
phone, and location data from the phone was also used to give a GPS position for users on a map. The crowd member’s feedback was displayed, along with all other crowd members’ instructions and the aggregate, which was sent to the VIP.

In the current iteration of the webapp, the crowd members were only able to choose between four directions as feedback: forward, left, right, and stop. This limitation on the level of feedback was specifically chosen so that our testing would be simplified and variables were better controlled. Once the usefulness and limitations of this system are better comprehended, we intend to extend its features and capabilities.

One of the major concerns and areas of focus for this experiment is how the crowd feedback is aggregated. The naïve approach would have been to just simply relay every instruction given from the crowd directly back to the visually impaired users. This of course would have lead to an overwhelming amount of feedback, possibly causing conflicts. Many of the crowd members may have had different plans as to how users should have proceeded and the constant changing of the instructions would have been no help at all.
A more reasonable choice was to take the aggregation of the instructions given from the crowd and send that back to users. This way, only the primary opinion came through to users (i.e., we computed the average over a given time interval relative to the user’s request). However, even this raised issues of time length and delay.

Another alternative for the aggregation then was the use of a legion leader. Given all the instructions, the crowd member who most closely matched the overall opinion of the crowd was chosen as the “leader” for the next time interval. The leader was given complete control during that time interval, and only the leader’s instructions were returned to the visually impaired user.

Figure 5.3: CrowdSourceNav experiment setup

Figure 5.3 illustrates the experiment setup for CrowdSourceNav. In VE evaluation, we simply replaced the VIP’s phone camera with a video stream generated from the GIVE-ME Framework (orange bounding box in the figure). The VE-based mazes were connected to the webapp via screen capturing and TCP/IP connection, where commands (i.e., left, right, forward) were retrieved. The commands were then displayed in the top central view as well as text-to-speech. Subjects, in turn, controlled the avatar via a joystick. In the following, we discuss the major components of the implementation.
5.2 Controller and Its Setup

Two controller options were provided to the VE: keyboard and joystick. Ultimately, the joystick was used because of its intuitiveness. The keyboard option worked in similar fashion using only the four arrow keys. Since both keyboard and joystick are standard devices, they are connected to the VE via plug-and-play. Similar to BrainportNav, CrowdSourceNav receives four commands (i.e., forward, left, right, and stop). If a “Forward” command is received, subjects push the joystick forward or press the up arrow key to move the avatar forward until a new (different) command is received. If a turning command (i.e., left or right) is received, subjects push the joystick left/right or press the left/right arrow key to rotate the avatar in place at a constant speed in the corresponding direction until a new command is received. If a “Stop” command is received, subjects just let go of the joystick or keyboard, which will stop the avatar from moving and rotating until a new command is received.

5.3 Stimulator

The stimulator for CrowdSourceNav is audio, specifically text-to-speech. The text-to-speech plugin is incorporated into the VE and speaks the command whenever a new one is received. Furthermore, working in conjunction with the controller, the current command is audibly repeated whenever users pull a trigger on the joystick or right click on a mouse. The plugin was obtained from Unity3D’s community\(^2\). It is compatible with 32-bit and 64-bit Windows. Once imported into Unity3D (by dragging the DLL into Unity3D Editor), we call the exposed API with a string, which invoked the host Windows machine to annunciate the string.
5.4 Virtual Sensor and Transducing

In the real application, smartphone cameras were used to stream video to the online portal, where crowd members logged in to the webapp and were presented with a live stream video (left panel of Figure 5.2). Similarly, the virtual sensor in this experiment was a camera, specifically the game view (Figure 5.4). Streaming the game view to the online portal was done via a screen capturing software, ManyCam\(^3\).

It may seem counterintuitive, but the transducing part in CrowdSourceNav is a group of online crowd members/people. Imagine the human vision system as the sensing, processing and transducing units that by looking at the streamed view, turn images into navigation directions. In essence, there are multiple sensors. Furthermore, this part can also be substituted with machine vision (as shown in Figure 5.1), where the stream view (from VE or smartphone) can be fed into the algorithm and compute a direction.

Based on a provided destination query, the crowd members guided subjects (or avatar) to the destination using the webapp and four directional commands. Not all crowd members’ commands, however, were routed to the subjects (or avatar) directly. Their commands were, first aggregated on the webapp using one of the aforementioned aggregation methods. Then a custom written Python script residing on the same machine as the VE, queried the webapp for the command via standard HTTP GET. Finally, the Python script sent the command

to the VE via an established TCP/IP connection and displayed it in the top central view, as well as announced it in text-to-speech.

5.5 Game Mechanics

The task definition of this experiment was very simple: navigate the subjects or avatar from start to finish without bumping into a wall and for the crowd only, use the webapp to provide commands. The avatar behavior in this VE can be described as two navigation modes: 1) automatic; and 2) manual. In automatic mode, the avatar faithfully obeyed the aggregated command received. If a “Forward” command was received, the avatar moved forward until a new (different) command was received. If a turning command (i.e., left or right) was received, the avatar rotated in place at a constant speed in the corresponding direction until a new command was received. A “Stop” command could have also been issued, which stopped the avatar from moving and rotating until a new command was received. In manual mode, the avatar was controlled by a subject, who may or may not have been a VIP, via a joystick. In either case, the subject was not able to see the view and was only able to hear the command being spoken via text-to-speech. The subject could have the command repeated, if he or she missed it, by pulling the trigger on the joystick. Subjects could have taken a wrong turn, and in this case, the crowd would have had to correct the subject.

5.6 Environment Design

In light of the task definition, five mazes were procedurally generated, where each had a single path from start to finish. Having had the subjects go through five mazes not only produced enough data for analysis, but also prevented them from memorizing any path. All mazes were single floor and only contained one type of obstacle (i.e., walls). To generate a maze, a starting location was specified by the experimenter and then the generation procedure started. As the maze was generated, a path was computed, and was guaranteed to terminate.
at the border of the maze. The end of the path was designated as a finish location and could be visually verified (by experimenter) by a floating box at the location. Although the mazes were procedurally generated, we had fixed them by storing the seed value, for repeatability. The crowd members guided subjects (or avatar) down hallway-like mazes to destinations with walls on either side. The maze had dimension of 80 feet by 80 feet (assuming 1 Unity unit is 10 feet). When an avatar was being guided, we studied the effectiveness of the selected aggregation method and the crowd intelligence. When a subject was being guided, we studied the interaction between crowd members and the subject.

5.7 Measurement Device & Data Collection

For this experiment, the measurement device used was a survey conducted at the end of the experiment. The survey used a scale of 1 – 7, where 1 was strongly disagree and 7 was strongly agree, to the following statements:

1. It is useful;
2. It is easy to use;
3. It is user friendly;
4. I learned to use it quickly; and,
5. I am satisfied with it.

The results of the survey are presented in the next section. The features we collected for this experiment are as follows:

1. Time: From start to finish locations.
2. Position: 3D position of avatar.
3. Heading: 3D vector of avatar’s forward heading.
4. Turn\_Direction: Turn direction that was received from the webapp and crowd.

5. Bump: Whether the avatar was bumping into an obstacle.


The data collection procedure had a 20 ms interval. In other words, every 20 ms, the above data were recorded to a file. Time serves as a timestamp for the other features and it is reset to 0 at the beginning of each maze. Thus, the last timestamp indicated the time (in seconds) it took the crowd members to guide the avatar/subject from start to finish. Every 20 ms, the 3D position of the avatar and its forward heading (a unit vector) were recorded. The refresh rate of turn direction varies depending on whether subjects needed corrective feedback to get back on track or reached the next waypoint. Regardless, every 20 ms, the current turn direction was recorded. Similarly, bump indicates whether the avatar was in a state of wall collision or not. Lastly, UserInput indicates the action subjects took, if in manual navigation mode. The automatic avatar always responded to the command correctly.

Data is also recorded on the webapp side. Data such as each individual crowd member’s response, the aggregation method (i.e., simple sum or legion leader), the aggregated response that was sent to the VE, the “leader” (only applicable for the legion leader method), and timestamp. Table 5.1 summarizes the variables for which data were collected. All analysis and graph generation were done through a custom written Matlab script. The next section shows the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent</th>
<th>Aggregation method</th>
<th>Crowd size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent</td>
<td>Completion time</td>
<td>Number of errors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Independent and dependent variables.
5.8 Results

A total of 27 undergraduate subjects was recruited and given written informed consent to take part in the experiments for partial fulfillment of a course requirement. This study was approved by the CUNY IRB.

We conducted two sets of experiment. In the first experiment, we generated five different mazes for testing. Sixteen crowd volunteers participated in the first experiment. For each maze, we recorded the completion time and the number of times the crowd-directed avatar came into contact with walls. The ground truth times were obtained by the experimenters navigating the mazes locally (i.e., without going through the webapp) and without inputs from the crowd. Table 5.2 shows the crowd completion and ground truth times for all five mazes. The results showed that the crowd completion time was significantly different from the ground truth time (Two-sample t(8) = 5.03, p=0.001 at 5% significance level, N=10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maze #</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crowd time (s)</td>
<td>513.94</td>
<td>345.47</td>
<td>325.00</td>
<td>258.87</td>
<td>505.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truth time (s)</td>
<td>131.82</td>
<td>114.88</td>
<td>156.22</td>
<td>124.29</td>
<td>124.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.5 shows the trajectories of the crowd in mazes 1 - 3, using a simple average method. The x-axis and y-axis show the 2D position of the avatar in a top down view (the height dimension is ignored since it didn’t change). Since each trial generated several thousand samples, and given the sampling interval, most samples are redundant. The graphs are generated by downsampling the samples by half, if not more. The original sample size is 25,700. Each graph shows the origin (green circle), destination (red circle), the path taken by the avatar, and the ground truth path. The path also denotes where the avatar bumped into a wall (red line with arrows) and 30-second interval (gray squares). While the avatar in mazes 1 and 3 moved exactly to the crowd’s response, maze 2’s avatar was controlled by a VIP subject. The subject navigated the maze based on the crowd’s feedback. The subject was able to complete the maze without bumping into any walls. During the first
Figure 5.5: Top down view of mazes 1 - 3 in first experiment, showing crowd paths, paths with bump, ground truth paths, origin, destination, and 30-second interval (gray squares) experiment, network issues resulted in a blurry and broken video streaming. With the entire group of crowd members being on the same network, the issue caused significant problems in the first experiment, particularly in the later mazes. For these mazes, the wall bumpings were attributed to slow or delayed network and low resolution of the video stream. The end-of-experiment survey also reflected this opinion.

For the second experiment, we constructed mazes with larger wall and objects such that even when streamed in low resolution, the view was easy to see. We also worked to ensure proper network connection by streaming the view from a high-bandwidth location, slowed
down the automatic avatar’s speed, and increased the objects’ size \(e.g.,\) walls). Furthermore, the second experiment included the legion leader aggregation method. Eleven volunteers participated as crowd members for the second experiment. The number of volunteers in this experiment differs from the previous because we wanted to see how the number of volunteers affected the aggregation methods, and thus the performance of the subject or avatar navigation through the mazes.

Table 5.3 shows the crowd completion times for both simple sum and legion leader aggregation methods. Maze 4’s avatar was controlled by a VIP subject. The subject navigated the maze based on the crowd’s feedback. The subject was able to complete the maze faster using the legion leader aggregation method. Although the result showed that crowd completion time for either aggregation method was not significantly different \(\text{two-sample } t(6) = -0.84, p=0.432 \text{ at } 5\% \text{ significance level, } N= 4+4=8\), the crowd time in Table 5.2 vs. simple average crowd time in Table 5.3 was significantly different \(\text{two-sample } t(7) = 2.10, p=0.074 \text{ at } 10\% \text{ significance level, } N= 4+5=9\). The number of mazes in this experiment differed from the previous because a subject withdrew from the experiment.

Table 5.3: Crowd times in second experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maze #</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple avg time (s)</td>
<td>221.64</td>
<td>180.27</td>
<td>292.86</td>
<td>322.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legion leader time (s)</td>
<td>219.65</td>
<td>182.41</td>
<td>263.50</td>
<td>228.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.6 shows the trajectories of the crowd in mazes 1 - 3, using a legion leader method. The x-axis and y-axis show the 2D position of the avatar in a top down view (the height dimension is ignored since it didn’t change). Since each trial generated several thousand samples, and given the sampling interval, most samples were redundant. The graphs were generated by downsampling the samples by half, if not more. The original sample size was 11,000. Each graph shows the origin (green circle), destination (red circle), the path taken by the avatar, and the ground truth path. The path also denotes where the avatar bumped into a wall (red line with arrows) and 30-second interval (gray squares). The avatar in mazes
1 to 3 moved exactly to the crowd’s response. The overall trajectories in this experiment were much smoother than those in Figure 5.5. The crowd was also able to navigate the avatar to its destination in a shorter time. The overall feedback from the crowd members was positive and much improved from the first experiment. The crowd was able to clearly see the mazes and navigate the avatar or subject without much network delay.

Table 5.4: Survey Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement #</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.4 shows the averaged results of the survey responses (sample size of 15). To reiterate, the survey statements are 1) It is useful; 2) It is easy to use; 3) It is user friendly; 4) I learned to use it quickly; and 5) I am satisfied with it. Overall, most people agreed with the statements, scoring at least a 5 (out of 7). Most of the constructive criticism was to improve the map and improve connection bandwidth/streaming speed. Some of the positive comments included “Aggregate algorithm looks pretty refined. Good job!”, “Good System”, and “The application definitely have it’s (sic) potential in becoming a very useful app for navigating a visually impaired [person]through an environment.”

5.9 Discussion

We found that using GIVE-ME to evaluate crowd-sourced navigation alleviated our concerns for subjects’ safety, especially given the unpredictable behavior of subjects and the unknown environment. We had suspected that network bandwidth might be an issue, both in real and virtual cases, and this experiment confirmed our suspicion because video was streamed at such a low resolution (due to dropped frames) that crowd volunteers had difficulty determining which direction to direct the avatar. These findings helped to inform us of what future development and experimentation with network bandwidth we needed to keep in mind. Without GIVE-ME conducting similar experiments in the real world would have been very difficult for two reasons. First, since the crowd volunteers were directing an avatar in a maze navigation, we did not have to worry about subjects’ errors, as we would have had to in real world navigation experiments. We could have introduced such errors into the experiments by having users control the avatar based on directional feedback received from the online crowd volunteers. Second, GIVE-ME afforded rapid testing of the aggregation methods (simple average and legion leader) and various crowd sizes in a single session. Without GIVE-ME, if we had changed these parameters for experimentation, it would have been time consuming.
While eventual and extensive testing in the real world with crowd-sourced navigation would be required, the VE experiment provided training to the online crowd volunteers in directing users to navigate from one room to the next[66]. The online crowd volunteers learned that they needed to preemptively provide directions to turn before users actually reached the point of turning. This was probably due to network delay. Such knowledge was also transferred to the real world because the crowd volunteers used preemptive instructions in testing sessions. Most crowd volunteers also learned that if users made a mistake by making the wrong turn and continued walking, the volunteers issued a stop command instead of a corrective turn feedback, especially when turning corners in a narrow hallway. The crowd volunteers also brought this knowledge to real world testing; volunteers tended to give a direction (e.g., forward, left, or right turn) followed by a stop command, to ensure users did not bump into an obstacle. The knowledge and skills acquired by both the volunteers and users in the virtual experiment were observed during the real world testing, which made the transition from the virtual experiment to the real world experiment smoother and less time consuming. This was because less time was needed on learning the user interfaces and the meaning of feedback.
Chapter 6

Application 3 - VibrotactileNav

In this application, we proposed a wearable VISTA (Vibrotactile Intelligent System for Travelling Aid) to enhance a person’s awareness of their surroundings through the use of touch. This was achieved by placing range sensors, coupled with small vibrators, on their bodies. This allowed subjects to feel objects and obstacles in close proximity to them without having to physically touch them. Other research groups have sought to use haptic or vibratory feedback to provide navigational information to the blind, but they have concentrated on providing feedback that either conveys navigational information or enhances the use of another device, such as a white cane [16, 68, 85]. Our VISTA device design enhances a person’s sense of physical awareness with their surroundings by providing feedback that directly corresponds to distance to nearby obstacles. To this end, we constructed an array of connected vibrators and range-sensors that are as small, modular, and reconfigurable as possible. We have also built small armband devices for the vibrators that are worn as close to the skin as possible. These connect wirelessly to range-sensing armbands that are worn on top of any clothing users might be wearing [61].

We specifically explored the development of small units that are worn around the body to provide direct feedback to wearers about obstacles in their immediate surroundings. Figure 6.1 shows one of the early prototypes that illustrates the basic principles of our approach.
In this example, seven pairs of range-vibrator sensors were sewed onto a shirt for upper-body range sensing. A person wearing our range sensors and vibrotactile stimulation devices experienced a tactile sensation that has been described as having a “range force field” around the wearer, causing alerts whenever a part of their body is near a wall or obstacle. By using parts of the body, we minimized potential interference to senses that could be used for other tasks, such as hearing.

![Prototype device designed to be embedded in a shirt, showing the concept of whole-body wearable. The device (upper-body) consists of seven sensors and vibrators connected to a central control box.](image)

**Figure 6.1**

6.1 Experiment

Previously, we tested sensitivities of various parts of the body where we assumed placement of the range-vibrotactile pairs would be useful. In particular, we tested the elbows, shoulders, and wrists, as shown in Figure 6.1. We presented subjects with sensations of more and more intensity of vibration, until they indicated that they felt the same. We found that, on average, subjects could discern about 3 - 4 levels of vibration (with voltage from 0 to 5 Volt) [46, 68].

Using the initial results, we performed experiments in virtual environments to investigate whether efficient navigation could be achieved using 3 - 4 levels of vibration. Experiments in the VE allowed for a rapid design and evaluation of the range-vibrotactile device, before we performed large-scale user testing in real environments. The experiments involved subjects
wearing the vibrotactile shirt (Figure 6.1) and guiding the avatar to a destination. The objective here was to reach the destination with a minimum number of collisions. Subjects, however, were not allowed to view the screen, but instead had to rely on audio and haptic feedback for completion. This experiment was also designed as a game called “Chicken Finder” because the destination had an audible “chicken chirping” sound, which subjects could rely on for orientation.

Figure 6.2: VibrotactileNav experiment setup

Figure 6.2 illustrates the experiment setup for VibrotactileNav. The VEs were connected to the Arduino via USB/serial port connection, where sensory data were transduced to subjects through Arduino to vibration motors. The subjects, in turn, controlled the avatar via a joystick and mouse to reach their destination. The following subsections describe each part of the setup in detail.

6.2 Controller and Its Setup

Initially, we used a joystick as an input controller. We noticed quickly that subjects had difficulty completing the experiment due to their inability to orient the avatar in the VE. For that reason, we replaced the joystick with a modified a mouse (Figure 6.3) to give subjects a better sense of direction. A regular mouse does not give one any feedback, visual or physical, when one rotates. Thus, one has no idea how many degrees one has turned in the virtual environment. To remedy this, we built a steering device by cutting a mechanical (roller ball)
mouse in half to expose one of the rollers. We then attached a rotary dial knob to the roller, by which subjects had use to steer. This fix ensured that when subjects rotated the knob 90°, the virtual avatar also rotated 90°. The knob also provides a visual (a white line) and tactile (a bump) cues of which orientation the avatar was facing. The joystick was still used, but only for translating the avatar. The modified mouse is used only for rotating the avatar. We mounted the modified mouse on top of a toy car, for stability and for presenting the knob at a 45° angle (relative to the table) to subjects. The joystick and modified mouse were then connected to the VE via the standard plug-and-play.

6.3 Multimodal Stimulators

We used two types of stimulators in this experiment; haptic and audio. For haptic feedback, we used the shirt shown in Figure 6.1, but with only six units for this experiment; three on each arm: one on the upper arm, one on the elbow, and one on the wrist. Each unit was connected to the central control box via wires. The sensor components on the shirt, however, were disabled as it simulated in VE, which we describe in the next section. The central control box is connected to a breadboard, which in turn, is connected to Arduino.
UNO’s digital pins. Lastly, the Arduino is connected to the VE via a USB. In short, the stimulators were controlled from the VE by writing voltage values to each vibrators, via the connected serial port. The higher the voltage was, the stronger the vibration was. A custom Arduino script was already loaded into Arduino that interpreted commands from the serial port and wrote the voltage values into the corresponding digital pins. For audio feedback, we used three sound cues. They were an “ouch” sound when the avatar bumped into an obstacle, the avatar’s “footstep” sound, and a “chick chirping” sound (such sound clips loop forever). All sound clips used were royalty free, and directly imported into Unity3D and placed on the appropriate model.

6.4 Virtual Sensor and Transducing

Figure 6.4: Six IR range sensors and one sonar sensor configuration on an avatar.

Figure 6.4 shows a visualization of the infrared and sonar simulations. Two different sensor configurations (including types of sensors, numbers of sensors and their locations) are shown. There were three IR range sensors attached to each arm; one on the wrist, one on the elbow, and one on the upper arm (or shoulder, depending on the subject size), all pointing outward. This is illustrated in Figure 6.5. This was as if a person was walking with their arm raised in front of them, elbows bent. The sensors were mounted on their wrists, elbows, and
shoulders at 30°, 90°, 100° angles, respectively. There was also a sonar sensor on their chest facing forward. The white object in front of a person was a speaker icon which indicated that there was an audio clip attached to the person (This was only visible in Editor mode, allowing us to get a better screenshot). On the left side was a red wall. One could see some IR rays hitting the wall and a ray hitting the obstacle in front of it.

![Figure 6.5: Placement of sensors in Unity3D for testing](image)

Both types of sensors were simulated using Unity3D’s raycast function as described in Chapter 3.3.1. Each virtual sensor was placed on the avatar in such a way that the raycast vector was perpendicular to the surface (i.e., parallel to the surface’s norm at the point of placement). For infrared, a single raycast was used with a maximum range of 1 meter. If the raycast were to hit an obstacle within 1 meter, it returned the distance to that obstacle. Otherwise, no result would have been returned. For sonar, we simulated a cone shaped profile, with the tip of the cone on the avatar’s body. The cone was simulated with 10° field of view, both horizontally and vertically (i.e., a cone with a radius of ≈ 0.6). For every angle in the $x$ and $y$ axes of the cone, a raycast was initiated with a maximum range of 8 meters. Of all the raycast that returned a hit within 8 meters, only the shortest distance was recorded (i.e., the virtual sonar detected the closest obstacle within the maximum range). The sonar sensor, however, was not used in this experiment, but it showed that it was possible to use.

The VE polled all virtual sensors every 20 ms for distance readings, even though the game engine updated the sensor’s output around 60 Hz. Then the readings were thresholded into three categories: low, medium, and high. Each category dictated the voltage value
(e.g., high means high voltage value) which was written onto the serial port’s buffer. For example, low covered distance readings interval \((\frac{4}{3}, 2]\) meters, for an obstacle that was far and thus resulted in a weaker vibration. Medium covered interval \((\frac{2}{3}, \frac{4}{3}]\) meters and high covered \([0, \frac{2}{3}]\) meter.

Finally, the category, and which motor was activated, was sent to the Arduino. The categorizations and motor selection were first encoded as a string and then sent to the Arduino via a serial port connection (i.e., the COM port that the Arduino is connected to). The script within the Arduino then parsed the incoming string to determine which motor was to be activated and with what pre-fixed intensity value. Motor activation was achieved by writing to the corresponding pin with an intensity value.

### 6.5 Game Mechanics

The task definition for this experiment was to navigate the avatar from start to finish without bumping into a wall or stationary obstacles, without looking at the computer screen, and relying only on audio and haptic feedback. The avatar behavior was very straightforward. Its forward motion was at a constant velocity, such that no matter how hard subjects pushed the joystick forward, the speed was the same. The avatar had unrestricted rotation, and subjects determined the avatar’s orientation by using the modified mouse. Furthermore, while the avatar was in motion, a footstep sound was constantly playing. When the avatar bumped into a wall or stationary obstacle, an “ouch” sound was played once.

In summary, the game was set up as follows:

- Subjects have to find the source of the sound of a baby chick chirping without any visual information.
- The computer screen is faced away from the subject.
- Subjects have to navigate the virtual environment and avoid obstacles based on the varying intensity of sounds and vibrations.
For this experiment, we generated two levels (of VE). Figure 6.6 shows the levels we created. The first level is an easy L-shaped hallway. It has a dimension of 60 feet by 20 feet (assuming 1 Unity unit is 10 feet). The avatar started in the right-end hallway and proceeded down the hall while avoiding the wall and stationary obstacles, and reached the white sphere at the end of the hallway (left-end). The white sphere was also the source of the chirping sound. The second level was a complex hallway based on an actual floor on the City College campus. It has a dimension of 65 feet by 25 feet (assuming 1 Unity unit is 10 feet). At this level, however, there were no stationary obstacles, just the layout. This level contained a perimeter hallway, three large-sized rooms, one medium room, and two small rooms. The white sphere was located in one of the small rooms. The task here was the same as before: an avatar started on the right side of the map and reach the destination on the left side.
Figure 6.7 shows the first-person view in the complex hallway (Figure 6.6b). Note that this screen is not seen by subjects while the experiment is running. The experimenter, however, was able to see all of the information on the screen, such as distance information for each sensor, time, and the number of times subjects bumped into something.

6.7 Measurement Device & Data Collection

For this experiment, no measurement device was used. The features we collected for this experiment, however, were as follows:

1. Time: From start to finish locations.

2. Position: 3D position of avatar.

3. Heading: 3D vector of avatar’s forward heading.

4. Bump: Whether the avatar was bumping into an obstacle.

The data collection procedure wrote the above data to a text file every 20 ms. It recorded the time that each vector of features was written to a file. The last vector also indicated the finish time. It also recorded the avatar’s position and orientation in the VE, as well as a flag that marked whether the avatar was bumping into an object. Bumping was recorded
because it allowed us to evaluate how well subjects performed and where they bumped into something. The next section shows the results.

6.8 Results

Eighteen subjects (a range of 18-24 years in age) gave written informed consent and took part in the experiments either for monetary compensation or for partial fulfillment of a course requirement. This study was approved by the IRB of CUNY.

The data processing was done using a custom written Python script. Because data were sampled and recorded on every frame, this experiment generated a large amount of data. One way we visualized the result was to plot the subject’s trajectory through the hallway, as shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. The plots also show where subjects have bumped into something, as indicated by a black cross in the figures. For illustration purposes, we superimposed a single trial of a subject onto all trials for both cases of easy and complex
Figure 6.9: Trajectory plots of subjects in Complex Hallway

hallways. The x-axis and y-axis show the 2D position of the avatar in a top down view (the height dimension is ignored since it didn’t change). The z-axis shows the number of samples used to graph (i.e., time-step).

Most subjects were able to find the goal object in the Easy Hallway (Figure 6.6a). There were 18 subjects that tried the hallway and nine were able to find the goal. Table 6.1a shows the time to completion and the number of bumps for subjects who experimented in the Easy Hallway. The subject numbers between Tables 6.1a and 6.1b may not correspond to the same subject, since some subjects participated in one hallway and not the other.

The average time is 280.10 seconds and the average bumping is 17.3 for those who succeeded. For those who failed, the average time is 288.65 seconds and the average bumping is 22.1. We speculate that the similar numbers are due to each individual’s learning curve, and the fact that while some people are tenacious in finding the goal, others gave up easily.

Only three subjects out of 18 were able to find the goal object in the Complex Hallway shown in Figure 6.6b, and Table 6.1b shows the completion time and number of bumps
Table 6.1: Chicken Finder data: Time and Bumping

(a) For Easy Hallway

| S1   | 257.02 | 13   | Failed | S1 | 58.32 | 13   | Succeeded |
| S2   | 246.12 | 18   | Failed | S2 | 102.12 | 6    | Succeeded |
| S3   | 252.54 | 12   | Failed | S3 | 200.30 | 19   | Succeeded |
| S4   | 339.16 | 26   | Failed | S4 | 351.02 | 17   | Failed    |
| S5   | 316.76 | 5    | Failed | S5 | 412.08 | 3    | Failed    |
| S6   | 286.54 | 17   | Succeeded | S6 | 373.30 | 22   | Failed    |
| S7   | 266.70 | 32   | Failed | S7 | 602.32 | 27   | Failed    |
| S8   | 145.34 | 21   | Succeeded | S8 | 325.40 | 25   | Failed    |
| S9   | 185.62 | 16   | Succeeded | S9 | 241.86 | 60   | Failed    |
| S10  | 150.56 | 4    | Succeeded | S10| 272.74 | 48   | Failed    |
| S11  | 292.30 | 26   | Succeeded | S11| 311.78 | 34   | Failed    |
| S12  | 325.18 | 65   | Failed | S12| 316.66 | 31   | Failed    |
| S13  | 210.34 | 20   | Succeeded | S13| 472.40 | 60   | Failed    |
| S14  | 305.74 | 6    | Failed | S14| 311.54 | 108  | Failed    |
| S15  | 230.38 | 15   | Succeeded | S15| 315.04 | 66   | Failed    |
| S16  | 527.36 | 17   | Succeeded | S16| 307.32 | 42   | Failed    |
| S17  | 389.52 | 9    | Succeeded | S17| 306.22 | 36   | Failed    |
| S18  | 383.08 | 28   | Failed | S18| 385.32 | 62   | Failed    |

(b) For Complex Hallway

| S1   | 58.32 | 13   | Succeeded |
| S2   | 102.12 | 6    | Succeeded |
| S3   | 200.30 | 19   | Succeeded |
| S4   | 351.02 | 17   | Failed    |
| S5   | 412.08 | 3    | Failed    |
| S6   | 373.30 | 22   | Failed    |
| S7   | 602.32 | 27   | Failed    |
| S8   | 325.40 | 25   | Failed    |
| S9   | 241.86 | 60   | Failed    |
| S10  | 272.74 | 48   | Failed    |
| S11  | 311.78 | 34   | Failed    |
| S12  | 316.66 | 31   | Failed    |
| S13  | 472.40 | 60   | Failed    |
| S14  | 311.54 | 108  | Failed    |
| S15  | 315.04 | 66   | Failed    |
| S16  | 307.32 | 42   | Failed    |
| S17  | 306.22 | 36   | Failed    |
| S18  | 385.32 | 62   | Failed    |

of subjects who participated in this scenario. The average time is 120.25 seconds and the average bumping is 12.7 for those who succeeded. For those who failed, the average time is 353.67 seconds and the average bumping is 42.7. One would assume that the Complex Hallway would have taken more time to complete; however, our average time to goal is 120.25 seconds, much less than the Easy Hallway. This could be attributed to subjects who had participated in the Easy Hallway scenario previously and were familiar with it, and so navigated it with relative ease. Note that some subjects participated in the Easy Hallway and not in the Complex Hallway, and vice versa. These differences cannot be identified from Table 6.1.

More people succeeded in the Easy Hallway than in the complex one for several reasons. In the Easy Hallway, the goal was just down a hall and around one corner, while the Complex Hallway required subjects to navigate through rooms to find the goal. While the vibrotactile
array was informative about objects and walls nearby, the environment feedback could have been confusing the subjects. For example, in the Complex Hallway, when the goal was very near, the goal could have actually been in another room while subjects were outside of it in the hallway. Openings such as doorways, were hard to detect, and thus reaching the goal became difficult.

6.9 Discussion

We found that subjects were very engaged in this experiment, to the point of showing competitiveness. Though some subjects were very tenacious in reaching the goal, others gave up easily. Some subjects even commented that the process was more game-like than an actual experiment session. We also found that, as a side effect, the experiment tested the subjects’ ability to determine direction using 3D sound cues (i.e., following the chicken chirping sound to reach one’s destination). Without GIVE-ME, experimenting with range-vibrotactile pairs would be difficult for two reasons. First, the prototype was wired to a microcontroller, which had to be connected to a power source. A real world navigation experiment would have been dependent on the availability and range of a power source. A battery pack may have been possible, but none were available for this experiment. Second, precise data (trajectory and action) would not have been available without GIVE-ME. Without a large room and motion tracking system, we could not have reliably recorded each subject’s position. Despite all of this, there were still limitations with GIVE-ME in this experiment. The experiment setup was designed in such a way that the six range-vibrotactile pairs were fixed in space; the pairs were placed on arms that were locked in place while walking. In reality, our arms have six degrees-of-freedom while walking, and the infrared sensors would have detected different distances and obstacles as our arms swung back and forth.
6.9.1 EEG Data Collection

To demonstrate the feasibility of connecting an EEG machine to GIVE-ME, we recruited six subjects for a pilot experiment. Unlike the settings in VibrotactileNav, this experiment involved only two stimulators: one vibrating unit on each wrist, to indicate a left or right turn. The virtual sensor is a pathfinding algorithm and functions similarly to that in Chapter 4.4. To signal the subject to make a left (or right) turn, the left (or right) vibrating unit was activated. A randomized maze layout similar to that in Chapter 4.6 was used.

The purpose of this experiment was to collect EEG data via a VE of subjects performing navigation tasks. It was not, however, to provide in-depth analysis of the EEG data. As mentioned in Chapter 3.2.3, the EEG device needed to be synchronized with the VE such that when a stimulus was presented from the VE, we could have expected the EEG measurements from that time forward to be a response to that stimulus, until a new stimulus was presented.
Synchronicity was achieved by using triggers (8-bit unsigned integers). The following trigger values were used in this mini-experiment: 1 (binary: 00000001) for stop; 2 (binary: 00000010) for a bump; 4 (binary: 00000100) for a right turn; and 8 (binary: 00001000) for a left turn. The trigger was sent by calling the parallel port plugin’s `DlPortWritePortUshort`.

Figure 6.10 shows partial EEG data of a subject doing a navigation task in a maze. Each subgraph shows signal values which came from an electrode channel. The x-axis is the time series; the y-axis is the measured voltage in microvolt (µV). The left column of subgraphs shows electrodes on C3, Cz, and C4, which were placed on the central region of the scalp. From top to bottom, C3 was on the left side of the central region, Cz was on the middle, and C4 was on the right side. The right column of subgraphs shows electrodes on P3, Pz, and P4, which were placed on the parietal region of the scalp. From top to bottom, P3 was on the left side of the parietal region, Pz was on the middle, and P4 was on the right side. Each subgraph also had an overlay of trigger values marked as vertical lines in various colors. Magenta (8) signifies a left turn, blue (4) signifies a right turn, and black (1) signifies a stop. This subject did not make any bump, therefore, no trigger value of 2 (which would be a red vertical line) is shown.

The next step in this EEG study was to better understand what happens in the brain when a left or right turn instruction is given or when the subject made a mistake (i.e., bumped into an obstacle). Using the triggers, we defined a time window for each of these events for analysis. For example, we averaged the EEG activity for all of the left and right turn instructions to show what happened in the brain for a task. We also averaged the EEG activity before and after the response. Such study provided an interesting set of insights on how visually impaired people (and blindfolded subjects) processed and retrieved spatial information for navigation. It was also interesting to see how they dealt with an unknown environment and how their brain activity changed when making a turn, or in anticipation of making a turn, or when walking down a long hallway.
Chapter 7

Application 4 - VistaNav

Figure 7.1: Wearable prototypes. (a) Prototype I (b) Prototype II (c) components of Prototype III (d) A blind person using prototype I while another blind person “watches” [61]

Since 2013, Vista Wearable, Inc. a spin-off of the City College Visual Computing Lab with the VISTA technology described in Chapter 6, has iterated several prototype versions and has conducted limited user testing. Figure 7.1 shows the various minimally functional prototypes. We were interested in evaluating Prototype III (we will call it the “Vista device” from now on). Each Vista device contained a microcontroller with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) communication\(^1\), which controlled a Sharp IR sensor (with a 1 meter range) and an

eccentric rotating mass (ERM) vibration motor. The devices are Lithium-Polymer (LiPo) battery powered and USB rechargeable. Figure 7.2 shows a 3D printed version of the device.

![Figure 7.2: A 3D printed version of the VISTA device (Prototype III)](image)

### 7.1 Experiment

From the limited testing that Vista Wearable Inc. did, they were able to gather some insights about how users used the device. Most users were able to play-test one or two devices and they mostly placed them on their wrists to “scan” the environment. We wanted to conduct a usability test for this version of devices to determine whether placing more devices on arms, torso, or legs would improve their navigation performance. The major goals were (1) to study the impact of sensor configurations (including the numbers and locations) to navigation performance; (2) to evaluate if VE training is useful for real world navigation; and further, to identify gaps from VR to real.

To achieve this, we conducted two experiments: 1) a configuration experiment; and 2) a training experiment. For the configuration experiment, we wanted to identify what configuration of VISTA devices was the most efficient for navigation. This experiment was conducted in a virtual hallway. Each configuration defined how many devices would be used, where they would be placed on the body (and correspondingly on an avatar’s body), and its orientation (whether facing front or side). We used three to six VISTA devices: on arms, torso, and legs, in this experiment. Figure 7.3 shows the four configurations that were tested in this experiment. For each configuration, subjects went through three L-shaped hallways with the first virtual hallway being used as “training.”
Given the best configuration, we wanted to see how well they could actually perform the job in a real hallway with and without a VR training session. For this experiment, half of the subjects went through a 10-minute virtual reality training by allowing them to freely explore a virtual environment that was based on the hallway they would physically navigate. After the training session, subjects were placed in the real hallway for the testing session. The hallway was a U-shaped corridor with a dimension of 71 feet by 52 feet. Subjects were asked to walk from one end of the hallway to the other. Two VISTA devices were secured to their dorsal wrists. Subjects were allowed to freely move their arm to detect obstacles, but they were instructed not to touch the walls and stationary obstacles. Sighted and low-vision subjects were blind-folded, while totally blind subjects were not. At the end, a questionnaire was conducted.

![Figure 7.3: Vista device configurations. Starting from top-left, clockwise: 3 devices (C3); 4 devices (C4); 6 devices (C6); 5 devices (C5)](image)

Ideally, we wanted to conduct the configuration experiment first, and then the training experiment second, using the best configuration we found in the first step. This required two independent groups of subjects, which imposed time and resource (i.e., ability to recruit
large group of subjects) constraints. Thus, for practical considerations, we conducted the training experiment first and then the configuration experiment, using the same group of subjects for both experiments. This reversal of experiment order was needed to preserve the training condition of the training experiment.

The four configurations in the configuration experiment were chosen for the following reasons. C3 (three devices) was designed to cover subjects’ sides and front. The two side devices were placed on subjects’ wrists. Note that this experiment was conducted in a VE and the avatar’s arms only had 1-degree of freedom when walking (i.e., only swung back and forth; the swinging is part of the avatar’s animation and users had no control over it). The front-facing device was placed just above the left knee (below the knee was fine as well). For C4, all devices were side-facing because we were curious about whether the lack of front-facing device would have affected the performance. We placed one device on upper left arm, one on left upper thigh, one on right wrist, and one on right knee. The rationale for C5 was similar for C3, except with two additional devices; two on upper arms, two on knees, and one on frontal chest. We moved the front sensor up to the chest to avoid confusion with the two knee sensors pointing to the side. For C6, we designed it to provide as much coverage as possible; two on upper arms, two on upper thighs, and two on wrists (front-facing). We did not design two or fewer devices because Vista Wearable Inc. had already conducted tests using one and two devices. We also did not test more than six because the Bluetooth protocol used could only handle up to eight connections (see Chapter 7.3 for more details) and we believed that seven or eight devices were overwhelming (i.e., would have caused sensory overload).

We hypothesized that C6 would have performed the best because it had the most coverage (including both sides and front). C4 and C5 would have had an average performance, since they had similar coverage as C6. For C3, however, we had hypothesized that it would have been the easiest to use with an average performance. We speculated that C4 might not have performed as well as others, due to the lack of a front-facing device. However, the only way
subjects could have detected whether there are obstacles in front of them was when they bumped into them or they rotated 90° to either side.

For the training experiment, we used two VISTA devices (one on each dorsal wrist) in the real hallway because they could be “simulated” in various configurations. In VE, all the virtual sensors had at most one degree of freedom and thus needed more sensors to cover different angles. In the real world, however, subjects’ arms have six degrees of freedom and so subjects could have moved the devices around to detect obstacles on the sides or front at various heights.

Figure 7.4: VistaNav experiment setup

Figure 7.4 illustrates the experiment setup for VistaNav. This setup only pertains to the configuration experiment and the training portion of the training experiment. The VEs were connected to the Vista devices via Bluetooth low energy connection, where sensor data were transduced to the subjects. They, in turn, controlled the avatar via a game pad to reach a destination. The following subsections detail each part of the setup.
7.2 Controller and Its Setup

For these experiments, we used an Xbox game pad controller (Figure 3.3c) as the input controller. The controller is plug-and-play, therefore, no special driver was needed. Once plugged into the computer, Unity3D registered it as a standard controller and it could be accessed via Unity3D APIs. The game pad controller provided three specific controls. The left joystick allowed users to move the avatar forward at varying speeds. The controls, however, would not have allowed the avatar to walk backward. To do that, the right joystick had to be used to turn the avatar around. The right joystick allowed discretized left and right turns. Each turn is 45°. The last control was the ‘A’ button. When pressed, the VE told the users what direction the avatar was facing (i.e., north, east, south, west, etc.).

7.3 Multimodal Stimulators

The stimulators for these experiments were the Vista devices and sound cues. Instead of having used the full functionality of the Vista device, we turned off its IR sensing and used only its haptic control, since in VE experiments, range information is generated by the virtual sensors. The device was able to receive commands via BLE communication. In networking-speak, Vista devices are BLE clients. As such, the master node needed to be in a BLE capable platform. We used Windows as a host platform. While Windows is Bluetooth capable, it can be cumbersome for running experiments because Windows Bluetooth requires manual pairing and connecting. For that reason, we used a USB Bluetooth smart dongle\(^2\), which could be connected to the VE via a serial port. Lastly, a BLE master could handle up to eight client connections, thus, we only had to use up to six Vista devices for this experiment, in configurations similar to Figure 7.3. There is a custom program that provides interoperability between Unity3D and USB BLE smart dongle. The custom program facilitates communication between the VE and Vista devices.

For audio feedback, three sound cues were used. They were an “ouch” sound when the avatar bumped into an obstacle, the avatar’s “footstep” sound, and a “chick chirping” sound (which denoted destination). The chick chirping sound became louder as the avatar got closer to it. All sound clips used were royalty free, and could be directly imported into Unity3D and placed on the appropriate model. We used a wireless Parrot Zik 2.0 headphone to transduce the audio.

7.4 Virtual Sensor and Transducing

Simulating the IR sensor was the same as those in VibrotactileNav (Chapter 6). The virtual IR sensors were placed on an avatar based on one of the four configurations loaded (Figure 7.3). As mentioned before, the game engine updated the sensor output at approximately 60 Hz. Sending data that fast to all Vista devices simultaneously would have been overwhelming. To address this, we introduced a co-routine that was executed at specific time intervals (e.g., one second). While one second may seem slow, our experience indicated that subjects took at least a second to respond via a controller and sometimes were even idle before taking an action. The co-routine polled the virtual sensors for range data, normalized and thresholded it, and sent a command to the appropriate Vista device. The range data were normalized to $[0, 1]$. Thresholding was done in two parts. The first part was frequency, which was done by dividing the normalized value into 5 intervals. The second part was vibration effect (pattern), which consisted of “near” and “far”. Near was for normalized range value $< 0.5$, and far for otherwise. The command was a string of text that encoded which device to activate, with what frequency and vibration effect. Then the string was sent via an established serial port connection (i.e., the COM port that the USB Bluetooth smart dongle was connected to).

---


7.5 Game Mechanics

The task definition for the configuration experiment was to navigate the avatar from start to finish without bumping into the wall and stationary obstacles, without looking at the computer screen, and by having had to rely only on audio and haptic feedback. Since there were four configurations and each configuration had three hallways, each subject had to repeat this process a total of 12 times. The avatar behavior was very straightforward. Its forward motion was at a variable velocity, such that depending on how hard subjects pushed the left joystick forward, the speed changed. The avatar could only make a left or right turn at a \(45^\circ\) angle each time, and the subjects could determine the avatar’s orientation by pressing the “A” button on the game pad. Pressing the button told the subjects whether they’re facing east, south, north, etc. Furthermore, while the avatar was in motion, a footstep sound was constantly playing. When the avatar bumped into a wall or stationary obstacle, an “ouch” sound was played once. For the training portion of the training experiment, the task definition was to simply explore the virtual hallway for 10 minutes with the aforementioned behavior and control.

In summary, the game was set up as follows:

- Subjects had to find the source of the sound of a baby chick chirping without any visual information (only for the configuration experiment).
- The computer screen was faced away from subjects.
- Subjects had to navigate the virtual environment and avoid obstacles based on the varying intensity of sounds and vibrations.

7.6 Environment Design

For the configuration experiment, we generated three L-shaped hallways, similar to Figure 6.6a. Hallway 1 had a dimension of 21 feet by 60 feet. Hallway 2 had a dimension of 16
feet by 30 feet. Hallway 3 had a dimension of 21 feet by 46 feet. The width of the hallway varies from five to ten feet. For all three hallways there were stationary obstacles placed randomly throughout the hallway. The goal for each was to go from one end of the hallway (starting point) to the other end of the hallway (destination). The first virtual hallway was used as a training hallway for each configuration, to get subjects acclimated navigating the hallway with a particular configuration. This also provided an opportunity for those who needed to familiarize themselves with the equipment. For the remaining two (testing) hallways, we imposed a time-out of 5 minutes for each hallway. However, if subjects made it close to the destination (more than half way through), we extended the time-out to 10 minutes, to give them some time to reach the destination. In the training hallway, some guidance was provided to assist them in reaching the destination; for example, telling them which direction to turn. A time-out was needed due to time constraints; each subject had to complete 12 (four configurations × three hallways) runs in 1.5 hours.

7.7 Measurement Device & Data Collection

Data was collected from the two experiments. For the training experiment, recorded video was analyzed to determine each subject’s completion time and the number of times each bumped into obstacles. At the end of the hallway, each subject was given a questionnaire to assess the usability of the Vista devices. For details and questions asked in the questionnaire, please refer to Appendix B.

For the configuration experiment, the following data were collected for each hallway and configuration:

1. 3D positions of starting location and destination.

2. Sensor locations and its ID.

3. Time: From start to finish locations, unless timed-out.

5. Heading: 3D vector of avatar’s forward heading.

6. Bump: Whether the avatar is bumping into an obstacle.

7. Sensor values: A pair of sensor location and reading value for each device.

The data collection procedure wrote the above data to a text file every second with a timestamp. We had tried a sampling rate of less than one second, but it produced redundant data and introduced minimal lagging in the system, especially with sending data to the Vista devices. The last row of the data file also indicated the finish time or time-out. It also recorded the avatar’s position and orientation in the VE as well as a flag that marked whether the avatar was bumping into an obstacle. Bumping was recorded because it showed us where the subject bumped into something and for how long. The next section shows the results.

### 7.8 Results

The results for both experiments are discussed here. For consistency, we present the results in the ideal experiment order (configuration experiment first, and then the training experiment), instead of the order we actually conducted the experiments. Table 7.1 shows a descriptive statistics of all subjects recruited for both experiments. Tables 7.2 and 7.3 show a breakdown of all subjects by VIP and sighted only, respectively. All subjects gave written informed consent and took part in the experiment for monetary compensation. This study was approved by the IRB of CUNY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Mean Age (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Configurations Experiment</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>34.0 (19.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Experiment</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>36.2 (18.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.2: Subjects descriptive statistics for VIP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configurations Experiment</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Mean Age (SD)</th>
<th>Mean Year Impaired (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Experiment</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50.3 (18.4)</td>
<td>44.5 (17.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Subjects descriptive statistics for sighted (for both experiments)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Mean Age (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23.5 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Configuration Experiment

In this experiment, there were 18 subjects, where testing of VISTA device configurations is conducted in virtual environments. The configurations we tested are illustrated in Figure 7.3. For each configuration, subjects had to navigate through three hallways, with the first hallway used as training. The goal here was to determine which of the four configurations performed best, in terms of completion time.

To provide an overview of what happened in the virtual environments, Figure 7.5 shows intensity maps for each of the three hallways, over all subjects and four configurations. It shows how frequently a particular location was visited, from dark blue (less frequent) to dark red (very frequent). The starting position is denoted as “start” and dark red, since everyone began at the same location. The maps are shown in a top-down view, with the x- and y-axis being the coordinate system in the virtual environment. In the training hallway (H1), most subjects did not explore the lower right side of the hallway much; they were able to turn the corner when detected. For the other two hallways, they seemed to have explored most of the layout. There were some sporadic white squares throughout the hallway, which indicated the location of obstacles.

To break this down even further, Figure 7.6 shows intensity maps for each hallway in the first configuration (C3), for all subjects. Unlike the previous figure, the intensity maps here show more white squares. This means that in addition to obstacles, subjects were able to navigate more quickly and with ease, thus spending less time at some locations. Furthermore,
Figure 7.5: Intensity maps for each hallway, for all subjects and configurations

Figure 7.6: Intensity maps for each hallway in the first configuration (C3), for all subjects

The average completion time was lower compared to the overall average in Figure 7.5. For example, in Hallway 2 (middle column in figure), the average completion time for those who reached the destination in C3 was 149.88 seconds, compared to the overall average in Hallway 2, which was 178.61 seconds.

Another illustrative breakdown is Figure 7.7, where intensity maps for each configuration in Hallway 2, for all subjects, are shown. Here, we can see that subjects had an easier time navigating using the first (C3) and second (C4) configurations, as indicated by more white squares and darker blue squares (lighter colors toward red mean higher frequency), faster completion time, and more subjects reaching the destination. For example, 16 out of 18 people reached the destination using C3 and C4, compared to 14 and 15 for C5 and C6, respectively.

A repeated measures two-way ANOVA was conducted in Matlab with hallway (two levels) and configuration (four levels) as the two within-subject factors and completion time as the
dependent variable. Although we collected the number of bumps for each subject, we decided not to include it in the analysis because most subjects bumped on purpose. Furthermore, for those who did not reach their destination, their completion times were replaced by the average of those who succeeded in that particular hallway and configuration. If sphericity assumption is violated as determined by the Mauchly’s test, adjusted Greenhouse Geisser’s $p$-value, $p_{gg}$, is reported. The analysis is broken down into three groups: all subjects, VIP only, and sighted only.
For all subjects, there were statistically significant differences between configurations as determined by two-way repeated measures ANOVA\(^4\) \((F(3, 51) = 10.54, p = 0.00)\). A multiple comparisons test (multcompare in Matlab) with Bonferroni correction revealed that the completion time was statistically significantly lower for configuration C3 \((p = 0.00)\) compared to C4 and C6. There were, however, no statistically significant differences between C3 and C5 configurations \((p = 0.28)\), C4 and C5 configurations \((p = 0.55)\), C4 and C6 configurations \((p = 0.58)\), and C5 and C6 configurations \((p = 0.07)\). Each configuration’s mean and standard deviation for all subjects are shown in Table 7.4. Among the VIP only group (7 subjects), however, there was no statistically significant difference among configurations \((F(3, 18) = 2.02, p_{gg} = 0.18)\). Each configuration’s mean and standard deviation for VIP only are shown in Table 7.5.

For sighted only, there were statistically significant differences between configurations \((F(3, 30) = 8.13, p = 0.00)\). A multiple comparisons test with Bonferroni correction revealed that the completion time was statistically significantly lower for configuration C3 compared to C4 \((p = 0.02)\) and C6 \((p = 0.01)\). There were, however, no statistically significant differences between C3 and C5 configurations \((p = 0.90)\), C4 and C5 configurations \((p = 0.77)\), C4 and C6 configurations \((p = 1)\), and C5 and C6 configurations \((p = 0.09)\). Each configuration’s mean and standard deviation for sighted only are shown in Table 7.6.

Table 7.4: Group means for all configurations and subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (in sec)</th>
<th>SD (in sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>159.73</td>
<td>82.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>228.00</td>
<td>100.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>198.26</td>
<td>97.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>261.25</td>
<td>121.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We conclude that C3 is the best configuration among all four; it has the lowest average completion time for all configurations and all groups. Feedback from subjects suggests that C3 is much more intuitive to use and easy to navigate compared to other configurations.

\(^4\)\(DOF_1 = (n - 1) \times (k - 1)\), where \(n\) is number of configurations and \(k\) is number of hallways

\(DOF_2 = (s - 1) \times (n - 1)\), where \(s\) is number of subjects
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Table 7.5: Group means for all configurations, for VIP only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (in sec)</th>
<th>SD (in sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>172.63</td>
<td>59.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>225.59</td>
<td>106.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>209.56</td>
<td>90.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>249.35</td>
<td>149.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.6: Group means for all configurations, for sighted only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (in sec)</th>
<th>SD (in sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>154.80</td>
<td>96.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>235.35</td>
<td>100.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>195.05</td>
<td>104.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>266.63</td>
<td>103.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.8: Figure 7.3 is reproduced here for your reference.

This is because C3 provided a minimally optimum coverage for obstacle detection in a simple navigation; both sides and front are covered. Statistics show that C3 and C5 are not significantly different, and C5 has the second lowest completion time. Thus, we can conclude that C5 is the second best to C3 because it has similar coverage as C3, albeit having redundancy on the sides. C4 did not perform as well probably because it lacked a front sensor, which made it difficult for subjects to detect obstacles without bumping into them. Also, some subjects had said that they moved a bit slower in order to avoid bumping into obstacles. They also rotated in-place, so as to use the side sensors to detect obstacles in front of them. C6 has the worst performance, despite having redundant coverage on all
sides. Furthermore, subjects said that it was overwhelming when all units were vibrating at the same time (this happened when they were facing a corner). They had to pause to interpret the haptic feedback to determine what was around them in the virtual environment, and to make a decision about whether to turn or move forward. The lack of significance result among the VIP only group suggests that the VIPs were very flexible so we did not have to spend time in configurations because they could change them based on situational conditions.

**Training Experiment**

For this experiment, there were 21 subjects and it took place in a real hallway. The real hallway was a U-shaped hallway (71 feet × 52 feet). Half of the subjects received training in a virtual environment where they were allowed to freely explore the virtual counterpart of the floor where the hallway was located. They were not allowed to view the screen - instead, they had to rely on haptic and audio feedback to navigate around. The haptic devices used in training were the Vista devices; one on each dorsal wrist and one on frontal chest. Audio was 3D sound cues conveyed via a wireless headphone. The training session lasted 10 minutes.

For all subjects, the testing began at one end of the U-shaped hallway and the goal was to reach the other end of the hallway without bumping into any obstacles or walls. Sighted and low vision subjects were blindfolded in this part of the experiment. Unlike the training session, we only used two Vista devices in this part; one on each dorsal wrist. Previous results concluded that C3 is the best configuration, however, we only had two devices that had infrared and vibrator coupled together that could operate standalone for navigation. Furthermore, because the virtual avatar’s arms only have one degree of freedom when walking compared to a real user (who has six degrees of freedom), two VISTA devices had to be used to “simulate” other configurations, such as C3. We video recorded the sessions of each subject for offline analysis. Analysis included determining the completion times and
number of times subjects bumped into an obstacle. In retrospect, the number of bumps was not meaningful because some subjects used it as a navigation strategy, or because they felt insecure and had to touch the wall. Thus, the analysis below only includes completion times. Only 17 out of 21 subjects are included in this analysis. Two outliers are trimmed from one end of each group (training vs. no training) due to experimental errors. For example, one subject’s long sleeved sweater blocked the sensor causing false vibration and was not caught until later. Overall, the virtual training significantly improved the performance in real hallway navigation \((t(15) = -1.91, p = 0.04, \text{two-sample, one-tailed})\) with those who received training \((M = 249.00s, SD = 92.45s, N = 8)\) completed the hallway faster than those who did not receive training \((M = 333.78s, SD = 90.76s, N = 9)\). Breaking it down into two groups (VIP and sighted), there is significance difference for the VIP only group \((t(5) = -2.07, p = 0.05, \text{two-sample, one-tailed})\). VIPs who received training \((M = 171.25s, SD = 43.36s, N = 4)\) completed the hallway faster than the VIPs who did not receive training \((M = 309.00s, SD = 127.45s, N = 3)\). Non-VIPs only, however, showed no significance difference in completion times \((t(8) = -0.45, p = 0.33, \text{two-sample, one-tailed})\) between those who received training \((M = 326.75s, SD = 44.06s, N = 4)\) and those who did not \((M = 346.17s, SD = 78.29, N = 6)\).

Prior to this experiment, subjects were naïve to the VISTA devices. Results show that where VE training was provided, even for 10 minutes, it improved their navigation performance compared to those who did not receive any training. The insignificance result for the non-VIP only group is due to the fact that sighted subjects who normally walk with vision had to be blindfolded while walking, which is a totally new experience and may have caused exhibited hesitation or caution. Note that those in training sessions were not blindfolded, and they received no visual stimuli from the VE. Furthermore, based on observations of all subjects, we noticed that subjects tended to place their hands at their sides (with VISTA devices facing their sides) or in front of them (with the devices facing forward), or they alternated between side and front, which effectively “simulated” the C3 configuration. There
were also a few subjects who “scanned” the real hallway at various heights, which was similar in configuration to C5.

After completing the hallway navigation, subjects were asked to complete a questionnaire to assess the usability of the VISTA devices. We employed the System Usability Scale (SUS) developed by John Brooke [15]. It consists of ten questions with five Likert-scale responses, which ranges from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. There are five positive statements and five negative statements, which alternate. For the specific statements asked and more details, please check Appendix B. We chose to use SUS because research has shown that it enables a measure of the usability of a technology with a small sample (e.g., 8-12 users) and allows us to be fairly confident of the assessment [84]. This allows us to reach a conclusion quickly, accurately, and consistently.

SUS score is computed using the following equation:

\[
SUS = \left[ \sum (odd\_number\_score - 1) + \sum (5 - even\_number\_score) \right] \times 2.5
\]  

(7.1)

The equation converts the ratings to a score of 0 to 100. Note that these scores are not percentages, but rather a relative ranking [14]. To add more meaningful information to this ranking, we added an adjective rating (e.g., Good, Excellent, etc.). This provided us with a measure of a subject’s subjective perceptions of the usability of the VISTA devices. Table 7.7 shows the descriptive statistics of SUS scores for all 21 subjects. It shows how many subjects voted for an adjective, and for those who voted for that adjective, the average SUS score for it. For example, five subjects selected adjective rating “Good”, and their average score is 75.50.

It is fair to say that, for a SUS score above 75.5, it is considered “good” (above 81.35, it is “excellent”, etc.). However, there is not enough information to derive a threshold for the other less desirable adjectives. To resolve this, we used a “grade-on-a-curve” method to assign a value range for each adjective based on overall mean (80.48) and its standard
deviation (13.62). For example, SUS scores between 66.86 and 80.48 are “good” and scores between 80.49 and 94.11 are “excellent”. Thus, if we want to have a “passing grade”, we want scores above 53.24 (i.e., better than “Poor”). Using this scale, we adjusted the original adjective to be more normally distributed. Table 7.8 shows the original adjective, SUS score, and adjusted adjective for each subject. Overall, it shows that the VISTA devices are excellent.

Looking at the adjusted adjectives, we have 11 out of 20 that are excellent. With more responses, the “grading scale” can be refined to be more robust such that a SUS score alone can provide meaningful quantitative information (e.g., a grading score) without soliciting subjective adjectives.

### 7.9 Discussion

Overall, we found that the C3 configuration is the best because it offers coverage to either sides of the subjects and the front. This allowed them to detect obstacles in front of them, and also to determine whether they were deviating from the path and getting closer to a wall on the side, while the number of sensors did not get them confused and overwhelmed.

We found that subjects enjoyed using the Vista devices both in the real hallway and in the virtual. Some subjects did report that the VE training provided prior to the real hallway test was helpful in getting used to and interpreting the haptic feedback. Some subjects also commented that the virtual environments testing in the Configuration Experiment was fun.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Mean SUS (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Worst Imaginable</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awful</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>75.50 (9.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>81.35 (16.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Imaginable</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>85.00 (5.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.8: SUS results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Original Adjective</th>
<th>SUS Score</th>
<th>Adjusted Adj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Best Imaginable</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Best Imaginable</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>Best Imaginable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Best Imaginable</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Best Imaginable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and engaging. Some even showed signs of competitiveness in trying to reach the destination without triggering the time-out. Furthermore, for the VIP group, we found that some VIP subjects had a difficult time interacting in the VE. Often times we had to remind them how to use the input controller and what their goal was. Interpreting haptic feedback was also a challenge, especially with 6 devices; subjects said it was overwhelming (*i.e.*, sensory overload). Most, however, felt that it was a novel experience and that they could use more time to get used to it, especially with more than three VISTA devices.

Not only did the VE training improve performance time in the real hallway testing (Training Experiment), but without using GIVE-ME in the Configuration Experiment, it would have been difficult to conduct a test to determine which configuration is better for navigation. GIVE-ME enabled us to rapidly test multiple configurations in a smooth and efficient manner, and replicated the exact testing conditions multiple times. Conducting such
tests in the real world only would have taken a much longer time and exact conditions cannot be guaranteed between sessions. Also, data collection would have been difficult because the experimenter would also have to have been in the hallway to collect internal state data (e.g., distance reading and thresholded vibration frequency) from each Vista device (in VE, these data are generated), to have ensured each subject’s personal safety, video-recording, and time-keeping.

As evident in the results, there are some limitations in using GIVE-ME. If we had used Virtuix Omni\textsuperscript{4} (which is a platform that allows users to “walk” in any direction without really walking around) instead of an Xbox 360 controller, the interaction would have been more intuitive and realistic (\textit{i.e.}, mimic actual testing condition). This is especially true for VIP subjects because most of them were not familiar with an Xbox 360 controller. Furthermore, for sighted subjects, the learning transfer barrier was higher because they had to navigate a hallway blindfolded (which they normally do not), and thus they would have to had “trusted” the devices, and may have been hesitant at the beginning, despite VE training. Note that in VE training, trust was not an issue because subjects knew they would not have been able to hurt themselves, unlike facing real walls and obstacles. We believe that trust is another factor why the VIP-only group shows significant results, while the non-VIP only group did not. On average, the VIP subjects in the Training Experiment have been visually impaired for 44.5 years (Table 7.2), and thus were more comfortable navigating in a hallway non-visually.
Chapter 8

Conclusion and Discussion

8.1 GIVE-ME Framework

In this dissertation, we developed a framework named *Gamification In Virtual Environment for Multimodal Evaluation* (GIVE-ME), to evaluate navigational assistive technologies for the visually impaired. We first showed the conceptual model of the framework, and then discussed the framework’s user interfaces and components. We then showed a software implementation of the framework in Unity3D and four applications of the framework (BrainportNav, CrowdSourceNav, VibrotactileNav, and VistaNav). In summary, we have the following findings and observations, along with our four major contributions:

**Unified evaluation framework.** We developed an evaluation approach for multimodal visual ATs that can handle a variety of sensors and stimulators, such as infrared, sonar, haptic, and audio. We tested it in four different applications with a variety of sensors and stimulators. This framework works with a camera sensor and an electrode tongue display unit (BrainportNav in Chapter 4), camera sensor and text-to-speech feedback (CrowdSourceNav in Chapter 5), and infrared or sonar, and haptic or audio feedback (VibrotactileNav and VistaNav in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively). New simulation of sensors can be added, such as magnetic field, gravity, pressure, and thermal. Connect-
ing the framework to new stimulators is also possible, such as electrical stimulation array, olfactory emitter, and gustatory system. In general, the framework allows researchers and developers to test their multimodal ATs with different types of inputs (sensors) or outputs (stimulators). By using GIVE-ME, various input modalities and output modalities can be compared with some other parameters fixed (the same parameter or equivalent). For example, combine human sensors (crowd in Chapter 5) and IR distance sensors (Vista devices in Chapter 7), or vibrotactile (vibrators in Chapter 6) and tongue stimulators (Brainport in Chapter 4). In addition to comparing various sensors and stimulators, and AT systems, this framework could also use the comparison results to establish a benchmark. As more and more people utilize this framework, a dataset of hybrid data can be generated. Hybrid data from GIVE-ME can yield valuable information regarding users’ perceptions, thoughts, and opinions, and quantifiable assessments of the ATs.

**Sustainable evaluation.** We employed gamification techniques to create fun virtual environments to engage users, while collecting experimental data for analysis. In particular, in the experiment in Chapter 7, subjects were very engaged in the VE session, to the point of showing competitiveness. They were committed to reaching the destination within the time-out limit (5 minutes), and constantly asked how much time they had left. Similar enthusiasm had been expressed in other experiments as well. In addition to laboratory experiment sessions, a designed virtual environment can be packaged as a game and distributed online, as in our crowd navigation reported in Chapter 5. In this mode, data can be collected in a distributed manner and the game can also be used as a simulation or training tool to educate users or for users to practice using a new AT.

**Novel psychophysics evaluation.** We designed a framework that enables researchers to conduct psychophysics evaluation involving navigation tasks. The framework not only
allows researchers to collect data on subjects’ performance and their subjective assessment of the technology, but also allows brain activity measurement such as EEG (Chapter 6.9.1). Most important of all, the framework timestamps all data collected, and thus all collection mediums are synchronized. While brain study is not the focus of this dissertation, this framework can also be used with fMRI. Since subjects only need to provide input via a controller such as a Xbox 360 controller, movement is minimized within the scanning machine and subjects are able to receive feedback from the VE via audio or haptic cues.

**Novel collaborative environment.** We created a framework that not only enables developers to rapid prototype and test their navigational assistive technology, but also enables an early stakeholder involvement that fosters communication among researchers, developers, and most importantly, users. Since part of the AT is virtually simulated, developers can try out different configurations and solicit feedback from users to refine their prototype in the next iteration. Such collaborative environment results in navigational ATs that are human-centric. Although we are not the developers of Brainport (Chapter 4), subjects had told us that they wished the system was not that awkward to use. GIVE-ME would certainly enable insightful comments during the development process of Brainport. For the crowd-source navigation app (Chapter 5), the developers are also our collaborators. During the experiment sessions, they were able to receive instant feedback on the usability of the system. They also discovered that participants give preemptive instructions to guide blind users to a destination, in order to deal with a slow and delayed network. For VibrotactileNav (Chapter 6), subjects expressed the novel experience of using haptic feedback for navigation as fascinating and suggested various alternative uses of the VISTA system, such as mounting the units on shoulders to detect overhangs, or on legs and ankles to detect potholes and stairs. This inspired the modularity design of the system, which resulted in VistaNav (Chapter 7). In this experiment, blind subjects were anxious to find out when the products would be re-
leased to the consumer market, and one VIP indicated that he was willing to pay $50 per unit.

The GIVE-ME framework is meant to be deployed by ATs developers to (1) better test their systems, (2) provide a simulation and training tool to users, and (3) establish communication to rehabilitation professionals and end-users with visual impairment. Hybrid data from GIVE-ME can yield valuable information regarding users’ perceptions, thoughts, opinions, and quantifiable assessment, on the ATs developed. If successful, psychophysics experiment data that was not possible before, can be produced, specifically navigational data. Combined with functional and objective assessment of ATs, these data can help shape for better and human-centric ATs. Furthermore, simulation and training tools can be developed to better educate and train users in using ATs.

8.2 Discussion

Due to the niche nature of ATs, there is a lack of metrics for benchmarking and the cost is very high. VIPs who want to try out ATs have to spend a lot of money to acquire them and test them out. In most cases, they end up using one or two products. There is, therefore, a need for a comparative method that can inform users whether an AT satisfies their criteria and enables them to do comparison shopping. The GIVE-ME framework solves this need with added benefits. One benefit GIVE-ME provides is a platform that allows VIPs to try out an AT, perhaps even a prototype, without making a purchase. Conversely, VIPs are able to provide valuable feedback early on in the design process. Yet another benefit GIVE-ME provides is the ability to package the VE into a training tool for those who want practice with their new ATs.

The design and implementation of the initial framework was on a case-by-case basis; virtual environment was designed specifically for an experiment. This was necessary since we were building the framework from scratch; having to implement simulation scripts for each
sensor, network modules that enable connection to each stimulator, and parsing of command data appropriate for each stimulator. Further, each experiment has specific evaluation criteria, thus, a virtual environment had to be designed to accommodate them. But towards the end of the dissertation work, we were able to abstract-out the common sensor simulations, stimulator interfaces, environment design, and data collection procedures, leading to the unified GIVE-ME framework, such that it can be easily applied to another (new) experiments and parameters with minimal changes (in coding and design).

There is still a design and framework application limitations with regard to VR and the real world. More data is needed to make a convincing argument of the validity of virtual results and applying the results in a real world setting. We can begin to address this by simulating a realistic environment and comparing performance in a virtual with real world tasks. We will be able to find what VR can and cannot do for enabling real world navigation. And the added values of the VR for evaluating ATs for their uses in real environments.

The first application of GIVE-ME is Brainport (Chapter 4). At the time of the study, Brainport was still in clinical trial, thus, only a handful of people in the country had access to, and we were able to lease a developer version of it for a short period of time. Initial experiments involved shape discriminate tasks. Shapes were simple and included both filled-in and outline versions. The results were not very satisfactory because the discrimination rate is about 50%; subjects were guessing what they felt on their tongues. The subjects, however, were able to distinguish diagonal lines from vertical. At this point, we were curious if diagonal lines could be used to give directions and conduct another experiment with two weeks of lease remaining. Due to the advantages (rapid and modular design, and simulation of pathfinding) of GIVE-ME, we were able to finish the experiment in two weeks.

The second application of GIVE-ME is crowd-sourced navigation (Chapter 5). The main purpose of this experiment was to evaluate two aggregation methods (simple average and legion leader) and user interface of the feedback mechanism. Only these two aggregation methods were tested because simple average is a common and popular approach, and le-
The leader has two advantages: 1) feedback to users is immediate; and 2) no conflicting instructions since there is only one leader. The main concern, however, was the safety of subjects and having a controlled environment for testing. Like any untested technologies, we were not certain how users (both online crowd volunteers and VIPs) would behave. Using GIVE-ME solved this problem and achieved the main purpose. We did discover during the experiment, that there were indeed, malicious members in the online crowd volunteers; they were providing wrong directions on purpose. Luckily, the victim is only a virtual avatar bumping into walls. This gives rise to an insight for future work in this project, which is to incorporate a weighted trust factor to each online crowd volunteer, in order to weed out malicious responses.

The third and fourth applications of GIVE-ME are vibrotactile navigation (Chapters 6 and 7). Both experiments are related, VistaNav is the newest iterative design of VibrotactileNav. Initially, for VibrotactileNav, we were determining the absolute and difference thresholds of perception on different parts of the body as the foundation of locations and discriminative levels of the vibrotactile stimulation. Then we simulated the prototype in the VE and configured it in such a way to mimic a real world setting. Some of the valuable insights about designing range-vibrotactile that we gained are:

- It is difficult to navigate in a VE without any feedback in terms of orientation; thus we created a steering device (for VibrotactileNav) and speech feedback (for VistaNav) that provides users with information regarding the extent of their turns.

- Both versions of vibrotactile devices work for stationary obstacle avoidance, but it becomes a challenge when obstacles become dynamic. In theory, the vibrotactile devices react in real time, but further work needs to be done to evaluate the performance in avoiding moving obstacles.
• Virtual reality gave us a positive outlook on real world testing; however, virtual testing is no substitute for real world testing. Virtual training can help to improve performance in real world task, as evident in Chapter 7.8.

In conducting VistaNav, we were determining the optimal configuration (placement and number) of the range-vibrotactile devices that enabled efficient navigation. In this version, the devices can work in standalone mode for real world navigation. To control these devices, however, bluetooth low energy protocol is needed to send data to them. We used Bluegiga’s Bluetooth low energy USB dongle to communicate to the devices. It is a platform-independent device and allowed us to connect up to eight devices simultaneously.

After conducting these four experiments, the most intuitive and user-friendly AT is the Vista device (successor of the vibrotactile array). Compared to using Brainport and crowd-sourced navigation, Vista’s learning curve is much lower. Subjects were able to understand the meaning of haptic feedback without much training (i.e., vibration intensifies the closer one gets to an obstacle). Brainport’s users, however, had a difficult time determining simple shapes using their tongue, the accuracy is not that much higher than guessing. While crowd-sourced navigation has some successes, some subjects were confused with the concept of “crowd.” This is understandable because the “crowd” is intangible to them and some feedback instructions were contradictory (e.g., a left turn is immediately followed by a right and then a left turn). Contradictory directions happen when there are malicious volunteers in the crowd or when a majority decision is lacking.

8.3 Future Work

The focus of this dissertation work has been on formulating and implementing the GIVE-ME framework for visual navigational assistive technologies. While we have demonstrated the applications of GIVE-ME, there is additional work left for the future. The following are topics we will continue to investigate:
• **Improvement on and validation of framework implementation.** The current version of the implementation includes sensors simulation, stimulators connection, data collection module, and environments designed for the four aforementioned applications. There are many more sensors, stimulators, and environments that can be created and incorporated to have a more comprehensive framework. We plan to integrate them into the framework implementation as we come across them. We also plan to scientifically validate the framework, focusing on comparisons between virtual and real tasks.

• **Determine metrics to evaluate ATs.** The current version of the framework supports arbitrary metrics to evaluate ATs. We want to determine a set of evaluating metrics that is useful for VIPs. We will achieve this by surveying the population and experts for what metrics they think are important for them in deciding what ATs to use. The responses will vary, but we will use the most commonly suggested metrics. Lastly, we will refine the framework implementation in order to collect data to support evaluating ATs based on the selected metrics.

• **Brain Data Collection.** Chapter 6 demonstrated the capability of using EEG to measure brain activity while subjects perform virtual navigation tasks. We want to scale this up to collect more brain data to better understand, not only our brain, but also how visually impaired persons perform visual tasks such as navigation. This will involve large-scale testing with both sighted and visually impaired subjects. We also plan to experiment with a portable and wireless EEG technology called EMOTIV, along with GIVE-ME.

• **Comprehensive benchmarking.** With the selected metrics, we will be able to build a comprehensive benchmark dataset for visual navigational ATs for VIPs. This will be a challenging and daunting task because most state-of-the-art AT systems or algorithms are either dependent on specific hardware or not fully described. Hardware can be very expensive to acquire. Thus, an alternative is to use an approximation of the
prototype for evaluation, since we would need to simulate the sensor component of the AT anyway.
Appendix A

Visual Function and Disorders

There are three levels of visual function: normal vision, low vision, and total blindness. Low vision is considered as having a visual acuity of 20/40 or worse in the better-seeing eye. Total blindness or legally blind, is considered as having a visual acuity of 20/200 or worse [29, 67]. Visual acuity measures the clearness of our vision. Loosely speaking, visual acuity measures the minimum distance between two points moving closer and closer together until the eye can no longer distinguish it as two points [87]. For example, if one’s vision is 20/200, it means that at 20ft from an eye chart, that person can read what a healthy person can read at 200ft.

The most common eye disorders are:

Refractive errors Inability of the eyes to clearly focus and thus results in blurred vision. This includes myopia (near-sightedness), hyperopia (far-sightedness), astigmatism (distorted vision in all distances due to irregularly curved cornea), and presbyopia (inability to focus up-close).

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) Abnormal aging of the retina that damages the central vision (see Figure A.1a).

Cataract Clouding of the eye’s lens (see Figure A.1b).
**Diabetic retinopathy** A complication of diabetes that progressively damages retina’s blood vessels (see Figure A.1c).

**Glaucoma** A group of diseases that damages the optic nerves due to increased fluid pressure in the eye (see Figure A.1d).

(a) Age-related macular degeneration  
(b) Cataracts  
(c) Diabetic retinopathy  
(d) Glaucoma

![Common Eye Disorders](image)

Figure A.1: Common Eye Disorders [29]

While all these disorders deserve every attention to find cures/treatments and preventions, we will focus on visual impairment that is caused by AMD and other outer retinal degenerative diseases, such as retinitis pigmentosa (RP). RP is a group of genetic defects that damage photoreceptors. Although AMD is more common, RP is more severe and has no cure [29, 67, 87].
Appendix B

System Usability Scale (SUS)

Developed by John Brooke, the system usability scale (SUS) provides a quick way for measuring usability [15]. It consists of ten questions with five Likert-scale responses, ranges from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. There are five positive statements and five negative statements, which alternate. Below is a sample questionnaire we used for VistaNav experiment (Chapter 7).

Based on your interactions with the product thus far, please use the following scale to rate the product: from 1 (Strongly DISAGREE) to 5 (Strongly AGREE).

Please check the box that reflects your immediate response to each statement. Don’t think too long about each statement. If you don’t know how to respond, simply check “3.”

1. I think that I would like to use this product frequently.

2. I found the product unnecessarily complex.

3. I thought the product was easy to use.

4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this product.

5. I found the various functions in the product were well integrated.
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this product.

7. I imagine that most people would learn to use this product very quickly.

8. I found the product very awkward to use.

9. I felt very confident using the product.

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this product.

SUS score is computed using the following equation:

\[
SUS = \left[ \sum (odd\_number\_score - 1) + \sum (5 - even\_number\_score) \right] \times 2.5 \tag{B.1}
\]

The equation converts the ratings to a score of 0 to 100. Note, however, that these scores are not percentages, but rather a relative ranking. To add more meaningful information to this ranking, we added the following adjective question:

1. Overall, I would rate the user-friendliness of this product as:

   - Worst Imaginable
   - Awful
   - Poor
   - OK
   - Good
   - Excellent
   - Best Imaginable
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